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COUNTRY CLUB SUMMER CLOSES

RUTH

HUMPHREY

SOUGHT

Fourteen-Year-Old Rockport Schoolgirl Missing Since She
gor Line Known To All Its But Golf Will Linger Until the Snow Arrives—New

Old Patrons

Greens Are Being Constructed

Returned From Sunday Night Ride

Everybody who has traveled much
Where is Ruth Humphrey?
Their story, told to the officers last
on the Boston boats has seen or Saturday saw the official closing 1931. Before then, as your Profes
sional, I want to tell you that I have
of
the
golf
season
at
the
Country
The
sudden
disappearance
of
this
night
with such apparent frankness
heard of Capt. Alfred Rawley. The
considered it a pleasure and a privi
Club,
though
the
continued
fair
Rockport
High
School
as
to
tie convincing, was that they
Bangor Commercial had an elabor
lege to be able to serve you. I want 14-year-old
i M *•• *•* *•* ••• *•• *•* *•* ••• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• ••• M
ate article concerning him the other autumnal weather will doubtless at you to know that I have thoroughly girl is the absorbing topic of conver had returned from their ride about
—
I regret often that I have
day and down here on the lower end tract local players for some time to appreciated the support and coopera sation in that town, and while there 11 o'clock Sunday night near the
cpoken, never that I have been ••*
tion you have given me and fully
Hoboken schoolhouse when they
of the Penobscot there will be many come. It is no unusual thing for play realize
Corner Park and Main Streets, Rockland
• — silent.—Publius Syrus.
how difficult my work might is hardly anybody who believes that heard Mr. McCluskey's voice.
sontinue until Thanksgiving Day,
■•*
••• J who will be interested. Here are to
provided snow keeps away, and it is have been without your support. I
! •••
••• *•. >«. .»•
««.
Ruth exclaimed: “Step on it!
some extracts:
Now Serving—
sincerely hope that ln some way I she has met with foul play there ls
There's
my stepfather. He’ll lick me
•
•
•
•
have
had
a
part
in
making
your
1930
nobody who seems able to offer a
GREEN’S FOUR SUGGESTIONS
season a better and more enjoyable
if
he
catches
me.”
STEAKS, CHOPS, HOT CHICKEN SANDWICH,
Capt. Rawley has been in the serv
one than any previous year. I hope satisfactory theory as to where she
Increased purchase of commodities ice. of the Eastern Steamship Lines
Subsquently the Humphrey girl was
FRIED SCALLOPS AND CLAMS
you
have
felt
that
your
Professional
went after returning late from a left near the Crockett garage, and
was urged Saturday by William for 38 years, his 39th year coming to
was always at your disposal—willing,
with our regular line of
Green, president of the American a close Nov. 19. His career at sea
when last seen by her companions she
and ready to help or advise in any Sunday night Joy ride.
Federation of Labor, as a means of I began when he was 14 and at the
WAFFLES, SALADS, STEWS and SANDWICHES
In company with Dorothy Fields was walking in the direction of the
stabilizing business conditions. The age of 18 he enjoyed the dignity of
I possible way. That, at least, is the
Owing to the large volume of business on our
; suggestion was made in the monthly I being mate. His travels have been
I way I would like to have you feel, as and Ernest Whitney, who are also village.
survey of business issued by the labor limited to coastwise sailings, but in j
t it makes me happier to know that I High School students, the missing
. Toasted Lobster Salad Sandwich we are now
Varney and Safford, by a previous
federation.
’ am of increasing value to the mem girl was returning from church Sun
sailing
the
Atlantic
coast
he
has
arrangement were to go coon hunt
offering a Special with same rolls and at the price
1 "Eusiness men," Green said, “can learned every nook and cranny of It. J
bers of my club. At ^ny time I
hasten revival and improve their own
| should be only too glad to have criti day night, about 9 o'clock.
ing at midnight with a boy named
of 15 Cents
one time he was deck hand on !
trade without undue risk by such theAt Penobscot,
cism or suggestions from you, as to
An automobile passed them, a horn Davis, and according to the Davis,
the
first
steamboat
|
policies as these:
how I might be of greater service tn sounded, and presently the car turned boy’s mother the alarm clock had
TO ALL STUDENTS
“Cut overhead costs (without re on the Eastern Lines. It was in the
the members. Also I hope you will back toward them. One of the occu
Prices in Cabaret will be the same as in Sandwich
old
days,
when
the
Penobscot,
the
Just sounded the midnight hour when
ducing wages) by improving equip
I feel free to come into my shop often,
Lewiston and the Katahdin were
pants was a girl who called Ruth by their car drove into the dooryard.
ment and eliminating waste.
Shop through the day, up to 7 p. m.
and
ask
my
advice
on
any
matter
per

“Order ahead start to work up a members of the Bangor to Boston
taining to golf. My shop and those name. After a few words had been
Volunteers joined the relatives in
We Wish To Give the Best of Service
fleet. After that, when there was a
, normal spring supply.
i of us in it are here to serve you.”
exchanged Ruth also entered the a careful search for the girl last night
more
general
improvement
in
steam

Please Tell Us Our Mistakes
“Improve quality of product and
Rebuilding the Greens
boats’ advantages and more pas
car, which was driven away rapidly. but were unable to find the slightest
reduce prices.
Sandwiches, six or over, we deliver anywhere in
An extensive bit of work has start
The Humphrey girl's companions
“Stimulate trade by advertising sengers, two boats replaced the three
originals, and the City of Bangor
ed in the reconstruction of the greens, gave the matter no further thought clue. It was denied in the McCluskey
the city
and special efforts.’’*
household that any cruelty had ever
and the City of Rockland came Into
which for some time have seriously
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
being. They were later followed by
stood in that need. Roger Sorrent until they learned next morning that been shown toward the young girl.
the Belfast and the Camden, which
who has the contract, is caretaker at Ruth had not returned to her folks
TRY US!
The current opinion among the
now make their way up and down
the Wawenock golf course, which he and that a search was being made for i townspeople Is that the girl has temMAIN
the river and on to Boston or Bangor.
constructed and 4Rio.se greens are her.
Be On Hand Saturday At the Opening of the
' porarlly absented herself from home
On these boats Capt. Rawley
among the very best in Maine—of so
The missing girl is a daughter of because of the fear that she might
high reputation, indeed, that Rock
worked at all grades, being deck
Flying Field
hand, boatswain, second officer, chief Pete Moran, Country Club's Popular land this season has found many of Harry Humphrey, but has been I be reprimanded.
I officer and captain. And In his years Golf Pro, Who Ends His Third Sea its former summer players leaving it. making her home with her mother
Ruth is described as 5 feet 6 inches
as captain, he holds the enviable son Here
to play the Bristol course. The con
Mrs.
Thomas
McCluskey,
who
had
tall,
with blue eyes and light brown
tract calls for the following treatment
record of no catastrophes and no loss
WALK-OVER
A1 the Sign of"
been remarried after her divorce from hair. She wore a blue silk dress with
of life on his boat.
iNorth National Barikq
At the present time, the Boston- „„„„
u„ kindly disappearing
__
i-—The front lifted to a level and Mr. Humphrey.
• red trimmings; a tan coat, white silk
years ago„ .the
Bangor boats run the year round, snow
traps moved around to the sides.
It developed during yesterday s in- ! beret, light tan silk hose and black
enabled
players
to
enjoy
the
though this is a comparatively new course to some extent every month
2.—The rear lifted to level and vestigation that the car which had
shoes.
innovation. Up until 1926 a pas throughout the season. Saturday’s traps built at each side.
The case is being investigated hy
senger bogt made two trips per week final medal play tournament saw 13 3. —Committees deliberating whether taken the Humphrey girl away Sun
; all winter. In 1926, however, freight players, Jones wthe winner with net to close opening at front and make day night was driven by Frank Lieut. Cushman, Inspector Flint and
and passengers were carried twice 71, Mathews and Buffum dividing a punch-bowl hole.
Varney of Belfast, the other occu Patrolmen Pray and Shaw of the
a week from Boston to Winterpott, second prize with net 72, and Fuller
4— The front lifted to level and
pants being Raymond Safford of Bel State Highway Police and Deputy
and much of both were unloaded at taking third with net 75. The scores: traps moved further around sides.
Bucksport. But even so, there was
5— Approach smoothed off, trap fast and Beulah Barbour of Rockport. Ludwick of the sheriff's department.
C. Jones ............................. ..... 84—13—71
so little passenger traffic between A.
B. F. Mathews ........................... 88—16—72 built in fairway and greeh banked
the two cities in the dead of winter, H. A Buffum ............................... 93—21—72 up at rear.
IS EXPLORING FOR OIL
that the following year, the boat W. O Fuller ................................. 101—26—75
6.—Entire new green built, elimicame only to Winterport twice a J. L. Brewster ........
natlng present down-hill character.
The 1930 census shows a remarkable growth in the
IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
week, and carried freight which was L. E McRae
92—15—77 1
7.—No changes, except thorough
population of our Country and the progress of in
Main Spring* Arch. If you
carried to Bangor by truck. This z. m. Dwtnai ............................. 97—20—77 , top-dressing.
Alfred S. Black At the Head of Another Big Undertaking
have no foot troubles ...
dustrial enterprises. This Bank can be very useful
custom is still followed. In all Capt. w: s. Rounds
gzat™ 8—Raise rear bank of green and
again ... Main Spring Arch.
Rawley’s experience, he can recall w h Rhodes ............................. 100—20—80 extend the front 25 feet or more.
Down In Mississippi
to you and we cordially invite you to make it your
It is insurance against foot
R veazie ................................... 93—12—81
9.—Entire new green, to be level, a
only three times when the cold was E.
A. F.
depository.
little to right of present green.
! so severe that it caused ice, making
troubles and foot fatigue.
| New tees will be built on 2, 3. 4, 5,
it impossible to bring a boat further
*Let us show you.
Stretching across the front page mately 54.000 acres in Greene and
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
up the river than to Rockland. On Peter J. Moran, known to everybody j 6 and 9. These improvements will be of the Sept. 13 issue of the Hathes- Wayne counties.
all three occasions the cold was so as Pete, and a favorite with all, has completed by the opening of the 1931
Leasing activities have been carried
i severe the entire upper bay was completed his third summer as the playing season and will make the burg (Miss.) American was a head out over a period of several months
McLAIN
frozen over, and the date was at vari c,ub pro and leaves this week for his Rockland course one of the most line in bold, black type which said. and several men have been in the
ous times ln the latter part of Boston home. He expects to have a desirable in Maine. The past season “300,000 Acres In Hub Area Under field engaged ln this work.
SHOE STORE
<
winter engagement on some southern has been the most prosperous ln the
j February.
While these Interests have been
ROCKLAND, MAINE
golf course. In a communication ad- history ol the course, the receipts Oil Lease.” As the story concerns a active in the Hub area, it is under-*
» » • •
dressed to the club members Mr. I from greens fees running much ahead big enterprise headed up by a former stood on reliable authority that at
Capt. Rawley declares the great Moran said:
At The Brook
of previous years. The directors rerepublished: least one large oil company has been
est menace he has to combat is fog, “While the 1930 season is not yet gard the purposed improvements, Rockland man, •It •is• here
36Ttf
•
active to the north and west and It
His boat carries a wireless outfit and over, it is only a short time before i which will cost about $700, one of the
•Bea. U. 9. Pet. Off.
,
i an operator who keep in constant all of us will be looking forward to best investments the club can make.
Early start of well organized oil was learned that the lease-holds of
! touch with the sister ship. When the
and natural gas exploration activities the Black interests have Joined or al
most joined with those of the pro
Belfast leaves Boston harbor, and
in the Hattiesburg area was assured ducing concern.
finally passes Thatcher’s Island
A SKY FULL OF PLANES
today when Alfred S. Black,. .presiMr. Black declared that for a numwhistling buoy, a message is sent to
dent and treasurer of the American ber of years he has been convinced
the Camden as it leaves Rockland.
Pine Chemicale company at New that this section ls underlaid with gas
KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
port of existing weather conditions Is What Rockland Will See Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Augusta, revealed he and his Inter and oil in commercial quantities.
ests have recently taken mineral Success of drilling operations in the
If it is thick, when the lightship is
At the Airport Opening
leases of considerably more than Jackson area where formations are
passed off Portland, the Belfast
300,000 acres of lands in this section. said to be similar to those found in
again wires the Camden giving
For several months geological this section has spurred activity in
weather conditions and the time the
Belfast passed the lightship. By Noted flyers from all over the the lighted city from the air at survey parties have been active the Hattiesburg territory to an appre
throughout the territory and, accord ciable extent.
so doing, each ship knows where country will be present at the official night.
During recent days according to
You will also be able to see and ing to Mr. Black, satisfactory indica
it will pass the other. Usually they opening of the Curtiss-Wright Air
of oil-bearing strata have been local persons who have been Interest
pass after midnight between Seguin port in this city next Saturday, Sun ride in one of the large 18-passenger tions
Curtiss Condor planes, the same type found. Leases have been executed in ed ln mineral exploration activities
and the lightship.
in the past, several ‘“promoters” have
counties, Including Forrest.
The lightship itself is an important day and Monday. Major Ryan is as used on the Trans-continental Air eight
area comprised in the activities been ln the city seeking to execute
‘ factor in the trip between Boston sending a squadron from Mitchell Transport Airways. Penny-a-pound of The
the Black interests includes large
and Bangor, and Capt, Rawley’s Field and Major Boutwell will con passenger carrying will be featured. portions
Many Hattiesburg people recall oil
of Perry, Wayne and Greene
Monday evening, Oct. 13, the large
description of it is a colorful one. tribute a squadron of Naval Reserve
counties, southern portions of Jones ' drilling operations several years ago
The lightship, one of several on the flyers. It is not unlikely that Col. hangar will be open for a public and Clarke, eastern portions of Smith at Bassfield where it is declared ex
dance, free to all. Parking free.
American coast, carries a crew of
and George and considerable acreage cellent showings were revealed and
Charles Berry
seven or eight men who conduct the Charles A. Lindbergh may honor the
where a gas strata was struck at less
Chairman of Committee in Forrest.
ship in the same manner as a regu occasion with his presence, for he
In addition to executing leases of than 2000 feet. This well was aban
....
»
lar lighthouse. Not far off from the has twice visited the hangar, and
this acreage, the Black Interests have doned when the bit was twisted off
ship is a lighthouse, and the posi expressed much satisfaction with the
As a further aid to publicity there purchased fee simple title to approxi- and operations were never resumed
tions of both enable captains to take progress which is being made in will be broadcasting each night—6
their course.
Rockland by the Curtiss-Wright to 7 from Station WCSH, Portland:
Marshal sale for $2500 to William 8.
THE OLD PEABODY PEW
I Using the lighthouse for their set people. If the Lone Eagle comes it and 8 to 8.30 from WLBZ, Bangor.
Nolan of that city. The sale of the
guide, and the lightship from which will probably be on Sunday.
And here is the official program
Had Another Successful Presentation vessel was ordered on account of
to get their departure, it is an easy The following circular, making for the three days:
claims brought against her. The
By Local Artists
matter for the skilled seaman to official announcement of the Rock
Saturday
schooner was formerly engaged in the
take a course In the direction neces land opening will be dropped all
Balloon Busting Contest.
A large and appreciative audience coasting trade until lack of business
sary for his destination. The light over Maine prior to the opening day:
Bomb Dropping Contest.
vessels of this type forced her re
witnessed the presentation of "The for
ship is anchored several miles from
Formation Flying.
tirement. She has served as a showFrom Out Of The Sky
shore, and its crew operates on shifts
Old
Peabody
Pew"
and
Its
companion
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
boat at Provincetown and Providence.
| of 20 days on and ten off. It is The City of Rockland invites you
Spins.
play "Trouble on Tory (H111” ln the
equipped with a powerful light on to the opening of the CurtissStunt Flying.
I its foremast and a fog signal. The Wright Airport at Rockland Oct.
Universalist auditorium Friday eve YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The Directors of the Security Trust Company
Parachute Jump.
11, 12 and 13. Here you will see may
particular
ship
which
Capt.
Rawley
Inspection, of hangar which will ning under the direction of Mrs. E. F.
are men whose business and personal interests
encounters on his 'daily run is types of.aircraft and engines. The
If I had to live my life again I would
be explained by Curtiss men. Glover. In the former play, Dr. Wil have
are in Knox County Some of them, identified
made a rule to read some poetry
located off Portland, and is the only new hangar, (one of the largest in
liam
Ellingwood
as
"Justin
Peabody"
Passenger
carrying
all
day
and
and
listen to some music at least once
'one between Boston and the East. New England) will be open to the
night.
a week
The loss of these tastes la a
with this bank since its incorporation, operate
and
Miss
Harriet
Burgess
of
Thom

Security Trust
Unlike many such ships, it has its public and there you may see how
Illuminated plane flying at aston as "Nancy Wentworth" were loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
extensive business enterprises in the County,
own power and is able to reach port engine and planes are assembled and
Company
night.
ably • supported, the production, in
repaired; also the machine shop,
in time of drastic emergency.
HOUR BY HOUR
and all of them are interested in the welfare
Sunday
fact, being even more successful than One single day
stock
room,
wing
and
fuselage
room,
DIRECTORS
•
•
•
•
when given at Hope Corner. The Is not so much to look upon. There la
Bomb Dropping Contest.
of the communities which this bank serves.
and ground school class room.
some way
The lighthouses themselves arc the During the three days you will be
five men in the cast of “Trouble on Of passing
Balloon Busting Contest.
HENRY B. BIRD
The management of the Security Trust Com
hours of such a limit. We
guide posts of the sea. Capt. Rawley entertained with parachute jumping,
Formation Flying by Curtiss Tory Hill," Frank Tibbetts. Almon B.
NELSON B. COBB
can face
pany is in the hands of these Directors.
sees
literally
hundreds
of
them
be

Cooper,
E.
E.
Stoddard,
George
L.
A
single
day:
hut place
Pilots.
balloon
busting,
stunt
flying,
ancf
W. O. FULLER
many days before sad eyes—
tween Boston and Bangor, though dead stick landings. At night there
St. Clair and and Wilbur Senter Jr., Too
Dead Stick Landings.
Following the affiliation of this bank with
J. A. JAMESON
Too many days for smothered sighs—
scored a veritable hit, entering into And we lose heart.
only a few of( the lot are large ones wm be illuminated plane flying. Pas
Official Opening of Airport.
G. A. LAWRENCE
Financial Institutions, Inc., the Officers and
the laughable sketch with a delight Just at the start.
or lighthouses which he looks to for sengers will be carried day and night
Talk by Charles Berry.
J. C. PERRY
really are not long, nor lives—
guidance on his trip. Perhaps the jn different types of ships. One of
Introduction of Mayor Rich ful naturalness. Much of the succes' Years
Directors of the Security have had et their
longest that survives—
G. M. SIMMONS
of the two plays reflected the clever The
strongest of them are Monhegan and the many wonderful sights to see is
ardson.
And yet to look across
command all of the services and advantages
G. B. WOOD
Whitehead lights, though the prin
Formation Flying by Army and coaching received from Mrs. Hattie A future we must tread bowed by a
sense of loss.
A. P. BLAISDELL
Davies and Joseph Emery. Mrs. Bearing
cipal ones he encounters are: Long
Navy Pilots.
of the larger members of the Group. These
some burden weighing down so
L. W. FICKETT
. island light in Boston Harbor, Deer
Stunt Flying by Army and Navy Glover acted as reader, garbed in an
low
services, together with the protection of the
old-time silk costume with lace cap That we can scarcely go
Island In Boston Harbor, Graves
J. W. HUPPER
Pilots.
step ahead: this ls so hard
and fichu. A musical program be One
combined Group resources of more than
light in Boston Harbor at the east
Spins.
C. M. KALLOCII
A view to face: unstarred.
tween acts included organ selections Untouched
ern entrance, Marblehead light,
Stunt Flying.
by light, so marked with
h. n. McDougall
$80,000,000, have helped to make the Security
by Miss Margaret G. Stahl, “Long,
dread.
Salem light, Baker's Island light.
Parachute ffiimps.
M. B. PERRY
we would take a step ahead.
Trust Company a more complete, and stronger
Eastern Point light, Thatcher Island If you have been waiting for
Inspection of Hangar which will Long Ago” by the Universalist Quar If
brave and keep
G. W. WALKER
tet, “When You and I Were Young. Be
lights, Shetsmouth light, Isles of prices to reach bottom—come now
The feet quite steady, feel the breath of
be explained by Curtiss men.
banking institution, better equipped to serve
ADRIEL U. BIRD
Maggie,"
by
Mrs.
Gladys
S.
Morgan^
life sweep
Shoals light. Boon Island llfeht, Cape fd^ ours are already there!
Passenger carrying all day and
on our face again;
C. S. STAPLES I
the needs of its depositors.
“Flow Gently, Sweet Afton” by Mrs. Even
Elizabeth lignt, Portland head light. Tremendous Reductions on these
at night.
We must not look across, looking ln vain.
Ram Island light, Halfway Rock greatest values ever offered. Come
Illuminated plane flying at Katherine Veazie, and musical read But downward to the next closoe step
ings “The Patchwork Quilt,” “To a And up. Eyes which have wept
light, Seguin light, Cuckles light, in—nos^ around and you will see
night.
little way. not far:
Little New House" and “The Egg- Must look aour
Pemaquid light, Monhegan light, a lot. It will give you an idea
years to hours and days,
Monday
Rolling" by Mrs. Helen Wentworth. God broke
that hour by hour
Marshall's Point light, Whitehead of the unbelievable value offered
Bomb
Dropping
Contest.
And
day
by
day
Miss
Stahl
accompanied
with
the
ex

light. Two Bush light. Owl's Head here. We have a fine selection of
going on a little way.
Balloon Busting Contest.
ception of Miss Alcada Hall for Mrs. Just
light, Rockland Breakwater light. Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
We might be able all along
Formation Flying.
Wentworth. All the participants To keep quite strong.
Indian Island light. Negro light. Special Stoves, in fact everything
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
wore old-fashioned costumes.
A Should all the weight of life
Dice's Head light and Fort Point to make a home. We also carry
Formation Flying and Stunt pleasing sum was realized for the Be laid across our shoulders, and the
light.
rife
a complete line of Store and
Work by Army Reserve.
Universalist treasury, augmented by With future
woe and struggle, meet us face to
He has carried celebrities galore on Office Furniture.
Stunt
Flying.
face
the
sale
of
home
made
candies
by
the
his ship, and he has carried thou
At just one place
young people.
Inspection of Hangar all day.
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
ROCKLAND
sands of interesting people, though
We could not go;
Parachute Jump.
Our feet would stop: and so
j they are not famous. Only recently
FURNITURE CO.
Passenger carrying all day and
God lays a little on us every day.
HAD A SHOW, BUT DIDN’T
one of his passengers was Gen.
And never. I believe, on all the way
Formerly occupied by Rockland
at night.
Will burdens bear so deep.
Clarence Edwards, who, affection
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
Produce Co.
Illuminated Plane Flying at
The four-masted schooner Horace Or pathways lie so threatening and so
ately known among his army friends
steep
Telephone 427-R
A Stone refitted a year ago at a cost
Night.
as "Daddy,” held an important po 41 Tillson Ave.
But we can go. If by God's power
Rockland
Public Dance in Hangar. Free of $30,000 for a showboat, was sold We
only bear the burden of the hour.
sition in the recent tercentenary
llOSTtf
Saturday in Boston at a United States
admission.
George Kllngle.
parade in Boston,

At The

Orange & Black Cabaret

THE 1930 CENSUS

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Their interests
are Knox County’s

interests

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

ROCKLAND
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A

DIKE, OR A

BRIDGE?

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me.. Oct. 7, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that ol the issue of this paper of
Oct. 4. 1930, then* was printed a total of
6250 copies
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Lincoln County Involved In Discussion As To Best Method
of Replacing Wiscasset Bridge
Knox County persons who cross the estimates of cost have been made on I
the basis of 1,000,000 cubic yards. To

NOTICE

He that overcometh shall inherit all long bridge into Wiscasset have in build the Edgccomb gut dike it cost
things: and I will b'e his God, and he dulged in considerable speculation as 60 cents a yard for the fill. Whether
to what will be done about replacing
shall be my son.—Rev. 21:7.
this could be done as cheaply or more

T> ese pirst Qhill QqysJI

it—a task w’hich must soon be con
As a token of respect to the late
fronted . It is the uppermost topic so is not known. The cost of thp
In pretty nearly all the chief in
locks
is
estimated
at
$75,000.
Lincoln County, and particularly
centers of the country one finds the in Wiscasset, the town which is most -Except for the first 300 feet from
George H. Hart, a director of the inthe Davis Island shore, wash sound
daily newspapers allied upon the side 1 affected.
ings
show
that
bed
rock
is
from
40
•
•
of the wets. Their news columns are f In that town one frequently hears to 80 feet below the floor of the
,largely
, given over to
. ..the placing
.
!
the
word
“
dike
”
and
he
doesn't
have
stitution,
the North National Bank
of to listen ]ong
dlscQver
a dike bridge. For that first 300 feet it is
prohibition in an unfavorable light, I instead of another pile bridge is be- i 13“Ieec °°wn;
their editorial writers address them- ' ing seriously considered.
!
bJ1,dgl w’1.
will close Wednesday, the day of the
selves to attacks upon the eighteenth To replace the present wooden ‘ y°5' r tructure than pile bridge
selves to attacxs upon me eigmeei.ui
k
: cr dike, it is claimed, would cost as
amendment. It Is because this atti- j WQUfd CQSt $400000
esJimated much as it did to construct the Carlfuneral, at 1 p. m.
tude seems to be general among the : while a dike would cost from $500,000 ]ton, brld?p at °ath, yet this bridge is
to
$1
000
000
!
j
ust
as
important
a
factor
in
the
leaders of the press that we find the
The dike, it is urged will be a per- i
h*8hway as is the Kennebec
more refreshing an editorial in the manent
affair.
I bl ld®e’ *s maintained.
Chicago Evening Post, which we take
Another argument is that it would
pleasure in bringing to our readers, i increase property values. In support i Proponents of the dike plan have
as a suggestion that possibly the met- ! of this they cite the proposed land j thus summarized its advantages as
ropolitan dailies also are beginning development at Taylor s Point on the they see it.
xto look upon the other side of the, Sheepscot river just
dike is more permanent and
Qneabove
Qf Wiscasset.
mQst 1.—A
safer than any kind of a bridge
ARTHUR S. BAKER, Pres.
shield:
j attractive in Maine, at highwater.
that can be built, and a pile [
Two years ago a distinguished Ger- i At low tide the shore is just one
bridge is the least permanent of
man journalist made a lecture tour great mud flat and the attractiveness
anything that has ever been con
sidered.
of the United States. Before sailing is greatly lessened. The proposed
for the Fatherland he gave an inter dike would result in the creation of a 2.—A dike is the cheapest, over a,
term of years, of any possible
view in which he said: "I have looked great freshwater lake, starting at
crossing’although its initial cost
for prohibition in America but I have Wiscasset's front door, and extending
may be two or three times the
been unable to find it. American way up to Head Tide in the town of
cost of a pile bridge. A steel
Jiospitality has never permitted me Aina. The mud banks would be a
thing of the past.
or cement bridge will cost two
to go thirsty."
THE TYLER SCHOOLS
A SCORELESS TIE
This lake would create approxi
to three times as much as a dike.
He returned to this country early in
mately
25
miles
of
shore
front,
almost
3.
—
A
dike
will
require
the
absolute
the present year for another tour. At
minimum of maintenance ex Both Goal Lines Remained Young Folks Making Good
the end of it he walked into a friend's all of which would be excellent for
pense.
office in Chicago and said: “Tell me cottages and summer home sites, it is
Records In Warren Street
Intact In the Rockland4. —A dike will never have to be
where I can get a drink. The hos urged.
As
said,
it
is
recognized
that
the
closed
to
traffic
whereas
a
pile
pitality I found on my first visit is
Institution
Belfast Game
bridge, however constructed,
no longer wet. Your people are be present bridge must soon be rebuilt.
It
is
in
a
decidedly
shaky
condition.
will
of
necessity
have
to
be
closed
ginning to obey the law."
Rockland opened its home season Miss Steele, Red Cross nurse, con
occasionally for repairs, retop
Commander Evangeline Booth of Engineers of the State Highway de
Saturday by playing a scoreless game ducted a "beauty parlor," Wednesday
partment
have
already
studied
the
ping
and
rebuilding.
the Salvation Army tells in an inter
night after school in the Fifth Grade
with Belfast.
view printed in the current issue of problem and made estimates of the 5.—A dike is solid and strong enough
Rockland kicked off to Belfast room, Mrs. Nellie Hall teacher. Chil
ti meet any possible future de which
the Christian Herald why she is still cost of replacing the present structure
fumbled on its second play, dren of Grade Four were invited to
mands of he«k- traffic including Rockland
a prohibitionist. Her most specific with one of the same type.
recovering the ball on Bel participate in the good work. .About
Their plans, it is understood, call
even military uses while a pile
bit of testimony is the following
20-yard line. This was the 30 children attended with manicure
for a concrete highway surface rather
statement:
bridge has a very limited capaci fast's
' sets and went through all the
ty and is not suitable for ever in locals' best chance to score through maneuvers of using orange-sticks,
“Before prohibition on New York's than planks, as now.
out the game, but they could not
bridge is owned by the State.
creasing requirements.
Bowery the Army would collect often It This
cuticle remover and nail polish. Pink
was taken over by act of the legis 6. —A dike is a sightly, modem and quite put the ball over.
1200 or 1300 men and women in one
Crosby threatened Rockland's goal nails are the fashion now in those
of 1927. It is a part of the
appropriate construction for this
night who were too drunk to take lature
grades even the “boys,” enjoying the
highway system and an import
important section of the great once in the second period by a num distinction of having fine looking
care of themselves. Now they average State
ant
link
in
Route
1.
seaboard
route
ber
of
short
gains
which
were
made
Atlantic
Highway
while
a
pile
no more than seven a night. In the from Jacksonville, Fla., to Calais in
nails. Miss Steele weighed and meas
Ip-idge is unsightly, antiquated through center by Rhodes the Bel ured all the children and was pleased
Salvation Army Memorial Home they this State.
fast quarterback.
and
utterly
in-appropriate
for
house 4800 men each week, and aver
In connection with the study of
In the third period both teams to find that nearly all had grown
such an important and high
age not more than one drunken case conditions looking to the rebuilding
held
possession of the ball and it was either two or three inches taller since
grade
highway.
in a thousand. Drinking has dropped of the bridge, highway engineers have
carried
and forth over the field, last September, and had gained from
sixty per cent. We know it! Our also studied the problem of re-routing 7. —A dike, as a part of the Atlantic neither back
team
getting jyithin scoring two to ten pounds.
Highway and a harbor improve
men are walking the Bowery day and through traffic through this town.
«
* * * *
ment also, might bring some distance.
night, twenty-four hours a day, 365 At present Route 1, traffic comes into
The fourth period was featured by Marion Ludwick has been proudly
Federal
Aid,
a
pile
bridge
never
days in the year. We know!”
town by way of High street and
the running of Hooper, Rockland's exhibiting a “Russian Doll" dressed in
would.
The wet German editor and the down through the Main street. The
halfback. He came near scoring in all the gorgeousness of a Russian
dry Salvation Army commander are suggestion has been made, and is 8. —A dike, in addition to being the this period, but was brought down by Princess, with jeweled head-dress and
perfect and the economical
in agreement. One speaks from ob under consideration, that it be car
Belfast's safety man.
a jeweled satin dress. This lovely gift
highway, will constitute a Dam Rhodes,
servation in the well-to-do world of ried back of the town to where the
The outstanding player in this was brought to her by Her aunt, Mrs.
which will hold the water up
the United States; the other from present Gardiner road comes in, join
river at high tide level and de game was Glover, the Rockland right Sadie Leach, who has been spending
observation on its saddest lane of that there, instead of down in Main
velop a large and beautiful tackle, who broke up many of the the summer abroad.
poverty.
street, and then come down past the
{ 361 Main Street
« * • •
Belfast attacks.
fresh
water lake of great value.
grange hall, cut a new street across
Rhodes, Watts and Ruben showed Grade Five is happy again to have
9.
—
This
lak£
will
cover
miles
of
tidal
These are three momentous days in the land of the Wiscasset inn, and
flats that are objectionable and up well for Belfast, while Flanagan. an “artist" to do its blackboard
Boston, which ancient city has in on down to the river bank, which
unsightly and replace them by Hooper, Moulaison and Larrabee drawing. Stanley Farnham shows
would
necessitate
changing
the
loca

stantly capitulated to the bannered
unexcelled shore front and ex excelled for Rockland. The sum considerable talent, for a boy of 10.
tion of the Wiscasset end of bridge.
mary:
his latest drawing being an October
army of Legionnaires that has poured
panse of clear water.
Another plan considered is to bring
(0)
Belfast (0) calendar with pumpkins, corn-stack, from these sand-table studies and
over its walls. Tire weather is propi Route 1 down at a point near where 10. —This unique combination of the Rockland
enjoy them. An autumn scene is
beautiful fresh water lake to the Dunton, le......................... Littlefield,reowl, moon and elf finished in colors. drawm upon the blackboard.
tious and the hospitalities of the city the old Greenwood tabernacle stood,
Larrabee, It ............ Cunningham, rt
•
•
•
•
north,
the
salt
water
to
the
• • • •
without limit. It is predicted that straight into Main street. This would
south and the dike between Snowman, lg ................ Larrabee, rg For the last three weeks the girls
call for the construction of a new
In Grade One, Miss Anna Webster, \
the invading hosts, instead cf sack street and taking over some private
having a lock for boats to pass Bicknell, c .......................... Watts, c have had the sand-table. They teacher, of 50 children 35 have been
through will be one of the great Moulaison, rg ...................... Holt, lb worked out a school-house scene.
ing the place, after the ancient man property, as would the other plan.
neither absent nor tardy these first
• • ♦ •
attractions of the coast. The Glover, rt .......................... Wilcox, It
four weeks. Norma Philbrick is ill
ner, will leave in the coffers of their The object of both is to eliminate the
Mazzeo,
re
......................
Gurney,
le
attraction
plus
the
tremendous
Mrs. Anna Paulitz and Mrs. Kath with mumps. Upon returning to
entertainers the neat sum of five three sharp, dangerous curves on the
Knowlton,
qb
.................
Rhodes
qb
amount
of
publicity
this
section
erine Derry have visited school this
Route 1, coming into towm.
all were glad to find the room
w ould get through the pap vs Hooper, lhb .................... Reed, lhb week, making 388 visitors this room school,
million dollars. This is quite in the These various plans will, it is ex
fixed up so nicely. Besides a new
Flanagan,
rhb
...............
Ruben,
rhb
should
bring
thousands
of
tour

has had in three years.
modern way of the big convention pected, have a bearing on the final
slate blackboard, Janitor Flanders
Duncan, fb ......................... Ness, fb
• • ♦ •
ists into this section.
had painted the little chairs and
cities and carries no sense of reflec decision as to whether a dike shall 11.—This will increase taxable prop
Rockland
subs,
Connon,
Aylward
The Fourth Grade, Tyler School, benches a pjetty shade of green.tion upon the shrewdness of New replace the bridge or not.
Referee,
Manter
of
Augusta.
Um

erty
values,
in
Woolwich.
Dres

Miss Lena Miller, teacher, has an en
While such a dike presents many
den. Westport, Aina. Southport, pire, Sturtevant of Thomaston. rollment of 35 pupils. For the four
England thrift in bringing the great engineering problems it is agreed by
O. H. Cheney says that the regular
Head
linesman.
Richards
of
Camden.
Newcastle,
Boothbay,
Damaris

weeks, 24 have had perfect attend trade need not worry about the sale
gathering to these eastern shores. those engineers who have studied it
cotta and Edgecomb and Wis Time, four 9-minute periods.
ance.
Two
others
were
tardv
once.
that
the
project
is
feasible.
If
it
be
Nor does it detract from the hos
casset tremendously, and this
Rockland is all set for the coming The sand table shows an Indian vil of cheap books in drug stores. Yes,
across it will mean that there
pitality of the city and its people. put
influence will be felt more or less Saturday when it will play Winslow lage, which the children have made. but how would the pharmacists like
will be a dike highway completely
over the State.
High at Community Park. It is There are wigwams, tripods with the | it if the book stores took to selling
That is genuine.
across the Sheepscot at this point. 12.—all
A great attraction in the terri hoped that Gay will be back in the hanging kettles, dolls dressed as In tires, bathing suits, and tuna-fish
Already the river between Davis
tory east of the Kennebec River lineup after being out for two games dians, one looking quite fierce with sandwiches?—The New Yorker.
The official canvass of Maine's Island and the mainland in Edgewill very much increase traffic on account of an injured knee.
feathers in his cap. A space is left
comb.
except
for
a
small
opening
recent election increases the majority
The painter expresses himself in
over the Carlton Bridge at Bath
where blue paper is used in place of paint. What he says isn't Important.
of Mr. White for senator to nearly spanned by a bridge, is closed by a ’
and increase the toll revenues
WE
PRAY
THEE
water
and
the
shore
is
strewn
with
dike.
—Henri Matisse.
there.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
33,000 with the majorities of the
canoes. Farther back is a wood scene
Engineers who have looked into the
Lord,
give
us
courage
day
by
day
small
twigs
of
fir
or
spruce
and
with
matter
say
that
natural
conditions
four congressmen ranging from seven
To walk the straight and narrow’ way.
young Indians playing about. They
And when at last our race is run
thousand in the second district to are favorable for the dike. Once it is !
Oh, may we hear Thee say. Well done!” have also started a weather chart for
built,
they
explain,
a
very
little
work
eleven thousand in the third. These at Follybridge, located between Davis
Lord, give us strength tnrough coming October.
years
• * • •
impressive by-year figures convey Island and the Edgecomb shore on
To banish all our doubts and fears.
Grade Three, Tyler building, Miss
And when our barque draws near the
striking manifestation of the attitude the Boothbay Harbor road, would
shore.
Rogers teacher, has a fine sand table,
of the Republicans of Maine to provide a dam on that side, at the
Oh. may we praise Thee evermore.
depicting Indian life, in their canoes,
foot
of
the
gut
to
hold
the
lake
at
a
Caro
E
Turner
ward th&-administration of President proper level, at the same time it |
tepees, etc. The children learn much
Somenllle.
Hoover. It is not improbable that would act as a spill way over which :
the question of wet or dry may some surplus water such as the natural
Game Loser Greets Gallant Winner
what affect the party's majority in flow of the river and the surplus in
cident to flood times could escape
the next congress, but there is no into the river below.
uncertainty of where the voters of
It-is estimated that it will take be
tween 800,000 and 900.000 cubic yards
Maine stand.
of earth to construct the dike, but all
We hope the appeal made in the
preceding issue of this paper for con former residents of Maine living in
tributions toward repairs on the old this section, meet occasionally for a
church at Glenmere may encounter reunion.
“We don’t want any formal or
friendly eyes of readers in various
ganization," he said in speaking of
parts of the country. There will not the matter. “All that is necessary to
be wanting, dwelling now in distant carry out the idea is a list of names
cities, men and women who look back and addresses of former residents of
upon their earlier days passed in of or others interested in Maine, and FIREPROOF!: This fireproof
someone sufficiently interested to
those kindly regions of St. George, send out notices. Then we could . mailbag will present all fire loss in
where for one hundred and thirteen assemble occasionally for a dinner or jhe Air Mail service. >
years the church has rendered hon some similar function and have a I
orable service It should be a privi pleasant time talking about reCollec- j
lege at this time to drop a check into tions of the old state.
“It certainly would seem that in a
its contribution box.
city of Utica’s size, having as it does
so many residents who trace their
That former Camden boy, Joseph ancestry to New England, that there
H. Simonton, who now has his home should be quite a number of Maine
in Oriskany, N. Y„ where he pros origin. If there are and they are
interested in this plan, I shall be
pers in the insurance business, makes pleased to hear from them.”
the following amiable confession:
“I feel that some of the readers of ■
"Since my return from Maine last The Courier-Gazette might know of
summer I have read The CourierGazette three times a week, and Maine folks up here in the Mohawk
don't readily understand how I have Valley,” adds Mr. Simonton, “and
gotten along without it in the past. would be kind enough to send me
It is certainly a digest of the news of their names and addresses." All
the State of Maine."
over the country there are flourish
Enclosed with the communication
ing State of Maine clubs. We take j
was a clipping from the Utica Press,
Complete
pleasure in adding to the publicity of 1
which suggests that the reading of
our correspondent's suggestion and
Installed in your home
this paper may have proved the
hope that Utica and all Oneida
source of a striking inspiration. It
county with its 200,000 population
reads:
profits by it. Our readers can address |
Since Rudy Vallee with his Uni
Among the first to greet Captain Wolfgang Von Gronau (standing
versity of Maine Stein Song made Mr. Simonton at Oriskany, N. Y.,
ROCKLAND
G32 MAIN ST.
left) after his triumphant surprise'flight from Germany to New York
that state the best known of all the box 4.
was Captain Frank Courtney, British Aviator, who attempted the trans48. so far as radio audiences are con
Atlantic flight from England to America in 1928 in the same plane, the
cerned. the lure of the old home has
Few things contain more eloquent .
Dornier Wal D-1422, but was forced down in mid-ocean. The two are
made itself felt in many ways. One suggestion of lonesomeness than the i
shown chatting while the plane is refuelled for a hop from New York to
of the most recent is the suggestion
, j , .u < .
by J. H. Simonton, Oriskany, that summer cottage closed for the winter.
Buffalo enroute to Air Meet at Chicago.

NOT YET cold enough to warrant a big coal fire in
the furnace—all that is needed is a gentle flow of
slightly heated MOIST air in circulation throughout
the house—a mild CONTROLLED warmth—so
difficult of attainment with other types of central
heaters—so simple and PRACTICAL with the

Glenwood
Warm Air Heating and Ventilating
Systems—using the Summer’s accumu
lation of waste paper and boxes for fuel.
Later in the year, when winter blizzards
are raging, all the heat you want—
always moist, refreshing and healthful.
Our Heating Engineers are experts in
the recent greatly improved methods of
home heating by the Glenwood System.
They will be glad to make an economical
estimate of your requirements without
obligation.

North National Bank

If your present heater is worn out or un
satisfactory, let us demonstrate what a
new “Gleenwood” will do for you.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Burpee Furniture Co.
Rockland, Maine

361 Main Street

Mail literature on Glenwood Warm Air Heating

BURPEE’S

Rockland. Maine |

IARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

ENDALL 5 WHITNEY
TCDEttAE and TEMPLE STS.,

JUST IN

PCRTLAIMD

MAIIIIE

for winter and
spring blooming

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS
Order now and be sure of the varieties you wish. Bulbs will keep
till you wish to plant them. We cannot guarantee to fill late orders.
This year's assortment is better than ever before. All selected
bulbs from fine flowering plants. Easy to grow.
HYACINTHS—TULIPS—NARCISSUS
CROCUSES—LILIES

Ask for catalog and prices. Order now and enjoy these beautilul
flowering plants during the winter and spring months.

OPENS

WEDNESDA K NIGHT
THE

Baby Grand

SEE
And Hear The

NEW CROSLEY
RADIO
The “Buddy”
$64.50

E, 0. Philbrook & Son

18 HOLE

Golf Course

FIREPROOF GARAGE
ROCKLAND

Admission—Afternoon 25c
Evening 35c
I

Alden Philbrook returned Friday
from Aroostook where he has had em
ployment during the month.

TALK OF THE TOWN
^COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Members of the Eastern Star are
asked to meet at the hall Thursday
at 1.30 to attend the funeral of the
late Mrs. Lucy Robinson.

Oct.
11—Limerock Valley
Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeag
Orange. South Thomaston.
,
Oct. 11—(Football) Rockland High v>
Winslow High at Community Park.
Oct 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 22-24 Annual &tate teachers’ conven
tion In Bangor.

The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society of the M. E. Church meets
in the vestry at 3 o'clock (notice of
change of time) Thursday, with elec
tion of officers.

Oct. 24-26 -State Christian Endeavor,
Convention. First Baptist Church.
Oct. 23—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau.

Nov. 4—Miriam Rebekah Lodge gives
fair and supper.
Nov. 4—Superior Court convenes.
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand j
Theatre.
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds i
annual fair.
Nov. 21-22-Rockport’s Big Carnival
and Food Fair.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.

As a token of respect to the late
George H. Hart, a director of the
North National Bank, that institu
tion will close at 1 p. m. on Wednes
day, the day of the funeral.

AND

PRICE

THIS is Coat Fashion Value Week at Senter Cranes!
Choose Now!

Carl H. Sonntag left Saturday for
Davenport, la., where he will attend
the meeting of the Portland Cement
Association. He will also visit De
troit, Cleveland and Painesville, Ohio
where his daughter Alice has recently
entered Lake Erie college.

Weather This Week

Weather outlook for week in North |
Atlantic States: Fair weather until
latter part of week when rather gen
eral rains are indicated; cool first
half and warmer latter half.

Carpenters’ and Joiners’ meeting1
tonight.

Because...
Such Lavish Furs!

Hoodlums practically destroyed the
Ballard Park waiting station Sunday
night, smashing every pane of glass
and almost everything else that would
smash. To the people within a radius
of a mile or two it must have sounded
like another one of those "All Quiet
on the Western Front’’ attacks.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets this
evening without supper.
William Hilton, while hiking on j
the Thomaston road was struck by
an automobile and received some bad
cuts about the head.

as Russian fitch, kit fox, sleek
caracul, pointed wolf, Australian
opossum, squirrel, badger, Per
sian lamb, platinum wolf, Rus
sian fox, lapin.

The large cottage at Ginn’s Point
known as the L. Wilbur Messer cot
tage, together with a large piece of
shore frontage has been sold by Ern
est F. Ginn of Portland to Mrs. Ar
thur W. Robinson of Natick, Mass.,
as previously reported in this paper.
Mrs. Robinson will have the cottage
taken down and a much larger one
built nearer the shore. Mr. Ginn has
the contract to do the work and will
begin at once. Mrs. Ginn and he
will occupy "The Old Homestead”
while the work is under construction.

Superior Court convenes in Waldo
County today, with Justice Hudson j
presiding. Knox County attorneys |
will be in attendance, as usual.
A joint installation of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge and Knox Lodge, I. O.
O. F. will be held Thursday evening
at 7.30.
i

The monthly social meeting of the
Auxiliary of Spanish War veterans
will be held at Legion hall Wednes-,
day with supper at 6.30.

Such F ine Fabrics!
as Imperata, Crepe Broad
cloth, Velvalaine, semi-dress
fabrics w’hich include monotone
tweed, snow flake tweed, and
novelty tweed mixtures, Tally Ho,
Shagmoor and the Alpaca cloths.
Such Stunning Styles

Test work was the main point ir.
Monday's meeting of Boy Scout
Troop 2. Hie first aid group was
under leadership of the senior patrol
leader. Scribe Howard Chase had
charge of a group on signalling.
These tests were completely passed:
14-mlle hike, David Hyler; compass.
Harold Kaler artd Harold Spofford;
safety, Kaler; Scout pace. Clarence
Bowser, Winfield Chatto. Fred Hain- , T
ing, Stanley Gay, Carl Philbrook.
Cleveland Morey, Charles Emery,
Byron Joy, Wendell Blackman. Hdr- j
old Kaler, Stanley Cates, Charles
Carver and Harold Spofford. The
meeting closed after playing circle
ball, Brooklyn bridge, and several
relay races. New patrol officers are
to be elected where necessary at the
next meeting.

John Robinson resumed work at the
Stonington Furniture Co. yesterday i
after a week’s vacation, the greater
part of which was spent in a motor
trip to Canada.
Percy D;mmons is back at the'
Rockland Wholesale Grocery place ]
of business after a two weeks’ vaca
tion which included a motor trip to
Canadian points.
At Penobscot View Grange Thurs
day evening, supper will be served
at 6.30. The third and fourth de
grees will be worked on a candidate
at 7.30, followed by a short program
of reading and singing.

An all-day meeting of the relict
committee of the Congregational
Church will be held Wednesday ot
this week at the church. Mrfi
Rounds will have charge of the
luncheon which will be served at’ Last week’s prizes at Carr's bowl
ing alleys: Mitchell, 142; H. Newbert,
cover cost.
136; V. Norton, 128; Meating, 123.
The Park street business colony
is soon to number two more con Mrs. Abbie Hanscom, back from a
cerns— James McLaughlin, tailor; week's vacation, was occupying her
and a barber shop. A building is familiar corner in the office of the
being erected for their occupancy by Central Maine Power Company yes
V. F. Studley, who has been so large terday.
ly instrumental in starting the Park
street boom.
the offering at the Lions Club meeting
Kenneth Wiggin and George Bis* .tomorrow noon. King Lion Nutt
bee, who have been picking spuds In flints at an important announcement
Aroostook County have return#’*-0 1)0 made.
home. It-w as not quite as profitable
as gold mihing, but the boys had con Henry G. Wall of the John Bird
siderable money and no kicks com Co.’s staff goes out Monday on his
ing. Stephen Accardi who went into annual vacation and it is quite sale
the North Country with them re to prophesy that the trail will lead
to Topsham Fair.
mains there for a while.
There will be a meeting of the
Arthur Gardner, porter at Hotel
Rockland is having a week’s vaca L.T.L. at the Baptist Church Friday
tion which he is spending with h!s afternoon directly after school. Pres
daughter, Mrs. Doris Clifford in entation of the silver loving cup and
Arlington. Mass., meantime attend election of officers.
ing the American Legion convention
in Boston. He was accompanied by ' Winslow High School, always for_ ,__ _
. midable in nthletics. will be the next
hKicsat aX*
to tackle Rockland High. The
a vacation irom his duties at A.thu. jpame
bp played a{ Community
F. Lamb s.
park next Saturday

QUALITY

The Treasury Department warns
of new counterfeit Federal Reserve
notes—one for $20, on the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland, Ohio,
1928 series; and one for $5 on the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 1928
series.
James Connellan a Portland attor-

Carey), and who has been "scouting"
for Colby college the past three sea
sons. may join the Bowdoin coaching
staff, according to a rumor which
comes here via Lewiston.
The feature offerings in the local
theatres this week are: Strand—To
day, “Holiday;" Wednesday and
Thursday, “King of Jazz;" Friday and
Saturday, "Outside the Law;" Park—
Today, “Good News;” Wednesday,
"This Mad World;” Thursday,
’Framed;" Friday and Saturday.
"Heads Up.”

The opening meeting of the Speech
Readers’ Club held Friday afternoon
found a large attendance of old mem
bers together with several new active
members. Nine associate members
were reported. An invitation has
been received from the Portland Chib
to attend their Program Meeting
Thursday, Oct. 16, and several mem
bers of the local club are plainning to
attend. It will be the first visit with
the parent organization and, is being
looked forward to with much pleas-

their first appearance at the meeting
Friday, bearing the name of "SoundWaves,” as suggested by Miss Helen
Carr. Mrs. Freeman Brown is editor,
and Miss Olive Gilchrist is circulating
editor. Mrs. Frank Butler has been
named custodian of the scrapbook for
the season. Much interest was shown
in the lessons in speech reading as
conducted by Miss Eliza Hannegan of
Portland.
Miss Hannegan gave
private lessons in the morning.
Three pupils were excused from
school to attend the lessons at the
club meeting. Every hard of hearing
person in Rockland is urged to attend
these meetings and take advantage
of this opportunity to have lessons in
speech reading; The next meeting
will be Friday afternoon at 2.30 at
the rooms at 447 Main street.

as moulded silhouettes, widewrap, romantic sleeves, belts,
flares, Russian effects, spiral
cuffs.
Such Colors!

The all black coat is the coat of
the hour, followed by cricket
green, Manila and Philippine
browns, navy tones.

Superbly Furred

WINTER COA
Here is a group that embraces the most
important values we have shown lor a
long time. Die furs include Jap fox,
kit fox, genuine squirrel, opossum,
pointed wolf, Persian lamb.

24.50 39.85 55.00

S

There are semi-dress fabrics such as
monotone tweeds, tan and brown mix
tures, dark blue tones, black and white
fabrics, as well as broadcloths.

Sizes 14 to 20—Plenty of larger sizes 38 to 46

NEW HATS

Chic NEW Fall models in felt and velvet In
Under what circumstances, if ever,
is it advisable or permissible for the
choice fitting and small brim styles as well
four walls of one home to house two
ns the smart beret models. All new colors
ar more families? Why? Educa
tional Club discussion in psychology
and black, smartly trimmed in new simple
for next picnic, which will be held as
MRS. ANNA E. ANDERSON
manner. Selections for both matron and
soon as drive returns warrant this.
Steam drills were cutting a diago “Dump" Monaghan. St. George out Key Women are urged to speed up
miss.
The community at Criehaven
nal pathway across Main street yes fielder, didn't have so much luck at collections in the interest of the whole
terday in order that a connection football, and because of injuries is club, as “one today is worth ten to again was saddened by the loss of
one of its dearest friends, when Anna
might be made between the new con using crutches Instead of his speedy morrows."
E„ wife of Karl A. Anderson died
duit at the foot of Spring street and pedal extremities. He is captain of
the one which exists at the head of the Higgins Classical Institute.
The W.C.T.U. met at the home of Wednesday evening, after four and
Tillson avenue. It is a matter of
Mrs. Evelyn Sherman Friday. It was a half years of illness. She was a
much regret to see this fine piece A clout intended for a man who was voted to renew subscription to the devout Christian of Lutheran faith,
of pavement torn up, but it is being resisting arrest struck Patrolman Upion Signal for the high school and and it was this faith that made it
done in a good cause, and it is safe Price in the head Saturday night, to send copies of the Young Cru possible for her to bear her suffering
to sav that the Central,Maine will causing "Ed" to see more stars than sader to seven grade schools. Ii^ss so patiently, and wait for her release
he ever learned about in school. It Faith Ulmer was made an assistant from her misery. She was born in
see that it is properly restored.
also put him on the retired list, tem in L.T.L. work. Reports from the Sweden, and came to this ebuntry
State convention were given by Mrs. when eighteen. Moving to Criehaven
Goods valued at about $50 were porarily.
Hope Brewster, Mrs. Priscilla Rich with her family, one of the first to \i
stolen from George H. Hart's store
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
at the corner of Maverick street and The third floor of the block owned ardson, Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, Mrs. settle there. She was loved by every
Old County road, Sunday night'. by the theatre corporation, next north Clara Emery and Miss Florence Hast one and was forever helping Some
Ehtrance was effected by breaking of The Courier-Gazette office is being ings, who had made .note of the fact one, friend or stranger, and there
child. She was especially fond of l Mrs. Loring Crowell has gone to'
UNION
two panes of glass in one of the refir ‘fitted up for occupancy by the mem that it was 50 years since the depart were many that found a shelter in
her two grandchildren, who visited I Portland where she and Mr. Crowell ■
bers
of
the
new
Jewish
Synagogue
her
home
and
were
made
to
feel
wel

ment
of
'Health
and
Anti-Narcotics"
windows. Whoever did the trick has
Miss Cora Hawes returned to Bos- l hpr often and upon whom she lav- will make their home.
The
rooms
are
being
painted
and
pa

come.
The
first
break
in
the
family
had
been
established
and
it
was
pro

a penchant for salted peanuts and
it has been indeed hard to bear ~ Be- ton Wednesday after spending a , iShPd evory affection. The many [ Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ludwig are re- ,
candy. The first person to arrive on pered, and will be illuminated by a posed to hold a jubilee. On the eve sides her husband she leaves two month’s vacation at her home here. I beautiful floral offerings bore silent ceivlng congratulations dn the birth
modern
lighting
system.
ning
of
Nov.
19,
at
the
National
the scene yesterday found the goods
a daughter—Daphne, at the Knox
a shipment of
W.C.T.U. convention in Houston. daughters, Mrs. Ellen Mitchell, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hawes and Mrs. testimony to the high esteem of those of
scattered over the floor promiscuous
who knew her. The funeral services Hospital, Rockland, Oct. 1.
Agnes
Simpson,
three
sonS,
John
and
L.
R.
Hawes
have
been
spending
sevD.
D.
Grand
Patriarch,
Albert
II.
Texas.
President
Hoover
will
speak.
ly. Discovery of the burglary was
Miss
Gladys
Flint
has
been
at
home
Charles of this place, and Raymond eral days In Boston and vicinity ... were held at the home Sept. 23, Rev.
will install the officers of It will be broadcast.
nearly coincident with the sudden Newbert
L. of Rockland, also several grand- guests of relatives and friends. The\ Mary E. Jones of the Church of the from Portland.
Penobscot Encampment. I.O.O.F. at
death of the proprietor.
Mrs. H. P. Mason, Mrs. I. P. Bailey,!
Nazarene officiating. She leaves to
Belfast tonight. He will also install
Patrolman Ingraham espied a children and great-grandchildren, returned honie Sunday night.
the officers of Rockland Encampment motor car on Main street the other The abundance of beautiful flowers Mrs. Ansel Hilt of Warren has been mourn her loss besides the husband Mrs. Theresa Keene and Miss Edna i
Rockland friends of “Jimmy" Wednesday evefiing. He will be as day—r.ot going very fast, but he blew surrounding her were tributes of the taring for Mrs I. E. Starrett .
and daughter, two grandchildren of Young attended the basket meeting
Butler, the well known Lewiston turf sisted by Past D.D.G.P. Luke S. Da his
Union, a sister, Mrs. T. L. Orff, of Friday.
love
and
friendship
from
those
dearPriscilla
Hawes
during
the
absence
of
whistle just the same. The
Waldoboro, a brother, Miles G. at the Baptist Church in Ijlobleboro
fan, will be interested in this item vis of Rockland Encampment.
driver appeared not to heed the
from an exchange: “James S. Butle^
.na Clifford Rot,.- Pitcher, of Washington, and a half- : Wallace Nutting of Framingham. I
warning
and
Eddie
blew
twice
more
one of the best known devotees of
...th, c—J- p- c"w"- sister, Ida Simmons of Warren; be- Mass., was at the Reed mansion last’
Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr., and daugh
the light harness sport in New Eng ter Miss Faith Ulmer, were brought before the car came to stop .and the
week.
sides many other relatives.
driver
’
s
features
were
tfie
reverse
of
The name of A. L. Shorey, super
land. and who has been State Fair home Saturday night from Bath
There will be work in the 1st and
RADIOS
secretary for many years, is said to where they were victims of an auto pleasant. "What It it?" he snapped
intendent of schools, was omitted
BORN
2nd degrees at Seven Tree Grange
WALDOBORO
be on the Bliss ticket and faces a mobile accident which has already "I didn't know but that you had sawyer—At Rockland, Oct. 4, to Mr.| Wednesday evening,
from the account of the teachers rebig fight' as C. J. Callahan, promi been described in this paper. Miss rather carry this inside than on the and Mrs. Merton R. Sawyer, a son
Don’t forget the Grange Fair, supa Rolls Royce of Radios
nent in business and politics has de Ulmer is still unable to walk, and will running board," he said, passing the Merton Raymond. Jr.
per and dance at White Oak Grange
—At North Washington. Oct , ..
clared his intention of running for be confined to the house for some chauffeur a woman’s traveling bag CHAPMAN
Can be seen and heard at
to Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Chapman, I h^ll, Noith Wanen next Satuiday nesdav
the
Pr°8
ram and
theactivc
succes.
nesaay afternoon
altcmoon.
of thp
affajr
was much
due tQofhls
which had presumably dropped out 5,a son.
secretary on the Walton ticket. days yet.
afternoon and evening.
of the car. The driver's expression POTTER—At Camden, Sept, 25. to Mr.
Mrs.
J.
V.
Benner
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
tercst.
Butler expresses his confidence of
» • » •
53 TILLSON AVE.
Instantly and the woman on and Mrs. Fred Potter of South Hope
Miller are in Hazardville, Conn., the :
'
.___________
victory, based on his years of tireless
Mrs. Eva L. Oliver
S. K. Ames, Inc., which broadcasts altered
the
back
seat
screamed.
"The
con

a
daughter
___________
■
Mrs.
£va
L
Q
Uvpr
’
whQ
dipd
gept
For
demonstration telephone
guests of Mrs. H. I. Eugley.
Goozlum-“Bobble. does little Jack
work for the State Fair Association.’ -regularly over WNAC relinquishes its
tents of that bag were worth $200,”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Dvorak
have
rcMacStlngy
ever
give
you
a
bite
of
his
MiDDin.
her
home
in
Union
after
a
lorn?
. J period Thursday night in favor of the she
1060-M
said. The strangers were pro
MAKRiLU
and painfui illness, was born in turned from New York.
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street, program to be sponsored by Winslowj apple?”
fuse
in
their
thanks,
but
it
was
all
DECROW-BRACY—At Camden, Oct. C Washington Julv ”1 1889
She was
will be open Saturday nights here Holbrook Post, American Legion, of
Mrs. Mary Matthews has closed her : Bobble—‘ ‘Naw, he’s Scotch to the
by Rev. Leroy Campbell. Elmer Decrov
t,,.
. , 2, , ,
after for the Special convenience of this city. Charles H. Hammond ol in the day’s work with Eddie.
of Belfast and Miss Frances Bracy ol, married to George Oliver of Waldo- camp at Martin's Point and returned ; core.”
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head Belfast, who travels for the John Bird
|
___________
Camden.
boro. Oct. 21, 1903. One child, a to her home here.
The greatest diplomatic victories DELANO-VOSE
light adjusting etc.
114-tf ’Co. is to sing “Old Love Letters”—a
—At Friendship, Sept. —. ] daughter, was born to them who is
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke, Miss Mary You cannot make peace on a piece
120-lt
are
gained,
by
doing
nothing
—
Harold
Lewis Delano and Mrs. Ethel Vose.
now the Wife of C. M. Burgess, also Of Castner and Miss Grace Yorke at- of paper.—Lincoln Steffens.
song which has made him quite fa Nicholson.
Union
__
tended
the
funeral
services
of
Miss
_________________
____________
mous
throughout
the
State.
The
pro-I
D1ED
|
------.
and
who
did
all
for
her
Why luffer tortures from Rheu
gram begins at 6.15 p. m., and local
wuiTNw »«
a wn.i, mother's comfort that love could Jennie Poole fit Bristol Mills.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Fred and Arthur Chute and Rlfred
radio fans should tune in.
Lo, wife of Buxton . Whitney, aged 47 LggeSt in her last illness, The de
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
years. 9 months. 7 days. Funeral Wed-' ceased was of a very pleasing per- Gorham ate attending the National I
when
nesday at 2 o’clock.
sonality and possessed many splendid l Convention of the American Legion
The Philadelphia Athletics came
All the Furniture and Fittings, including
Robinson—At Rockland. Oct. 7. Lucy qualities. Rarely going from her in Boston this week.
away from ‘St. Louis with only one
METHYL BALM
A., widow of Lorenzo S. Robinson,
piano,
rugs and antiques, now contained in the
victory
in
three
starts
but
it
sufficed
home
for
any
length
of
time,
she
'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Billings
who
aged 82 years, 7 raonhs. 10 days. Fu
will bring almost instant relief?
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock from thc found her chief pleasure in minister- ' have been in the Central Maine store
to place thpm in the lead as they have
John
Simpson
house, 64 Rankin street, will be
Methodist Church.
A scientifically compounded ex
won three games to the St. Louis Car
ing to the needs of her loved ones, here, have been transferred to RockALEXANDER—At Camden, Oct. 4. Wil to whom she was chiefly attached, land. They have made many friends
ternal application that should be
sold
at
private
sale.
dinals two. There is no game today,
liam H. Alexander, aged 71 years. Fu
in every home. Sold only at
as the ’teams are traveling. Should
neral Tuesday at 2 o’clock from 7 She has many friends who' will miss ! during their stay in town who are
Sale begins WEDNESDAY MORNING, OC
Chestnut hill. Burial in Lincolnville. her. To the bereaved husband and sorry to have them go.
the Athletics win tomorrow they wi 1
Johnston’s Drug Store
TOBER 8th, at 9 o’clock, and continues until
CARTER—At Lincolnville, Oct, 2. Mari daughter loving sympathy is extend- '
again be World Champions. Should
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Poor of New
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
etta Carter, aged 82 years. Burial in I'd because of their irreparable loss. Mr. and Mrs. George Poor.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
they lose, the seventh and deciding
everything is sold.
E. W. PIKE,
Camden.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
game will be played in Philadelphia
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c
HART—At Rockland. Oct. 6. George II. The relationship between Mrs. Oliver Bedford, Mass., have been guests ol
Guardian
of
Mertie
L. Simpson
• 75 cents
Thursday. The Cards are in a little
and
her
daughter
resembled
that
of
'
Mrs.
Frederick
A.
Brummitt
has
Hart, aged 67 years. 6 months. 8 days.
(2tt
Funeral Wednesday at 2JO from late sisters rather than of parent and returned from Thomaston.
better shape as to pitchers.
117T-Tt-af
residence.

Plenty of large head sizes
in youthful styles

JUST RECEIVED

STROMBERGCARLSON

SHAPIRO BROS.

DANCE

EVERY FRIDAY
Camden Opera House

SALE OF HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
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VINALHAVEN
Mr .and Mrs. William Bissett of
Portland are guests of his mother,
Mrs. William Bissett. and also his
Aspirin
sister, Mrs. James Christie.
Mrs. George Newbert and Mrs.
i Lora Hardison entertained friends
j at cards Friday evening at the home
x -<7
of the former.
j Mrs. Harry Dailey of Rockland is
' the guest of her sister, Mrs. John
I Chilles.
Charles Erickson visited Rockland
Friday.
Mrs. Merton Beggs of Rockland ls
• in town called by illness of her
brother, Samuel Thomas.
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge entertained
, the Needlecraft Club at her home
( Wednesday evening. A New England
' boiled dinner was served.
Mrs. Herbert Maddocks of Union
is the guest of her brother, George
Newbert.
Mrs. L. R. Smith expects to leave
Prompt relief from
about December 1 for St. Peters
burg. where she will spend the
HEADACHES,
SORE
winter.
THROAT, LUMBAGO,
Mrs. Kathryn Coombs of Rockland
RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS,
is a guest of her son Emil.
Mrs. Albert Anderson of Rockport,
NEURALGIA, COLDS,
Mass., and son Elliott are at her
ACHES and PAINS
! home on East Main street.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes Friday enterj tained at supper and bridge, the
Silent Sisters and friends, at her
Does not harm
home on Chestnut street.
the heart
Miss Dora Landers is in Boston.
Mrs. L. B. Dyer accompanied Miss
Edith Libby to Wollaston Saturday
where she is a guest of Mrs. Charles
Libby.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins is visiting her
| sister, Mrs. Annie Drew, in SomerI ville. Mass.
Mrs. Rose Greenlaw entertained
the Star Club at her home Wednes! day.
Mrs. E. M. Hall is the guest of
I friends in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden and
Mrs. Malcolm have been at Lumnia
i at Calderwood's Neck, the past week.
Mrs. Helen Haskell entertained the
I Pals the past week, and Mrs. Evelyn
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proven directions. Handy “Bayer"
Patrick the Economy Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Burgess of North
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—All druggists.
Haven were in town Saturday.
Next Sunday is rally day in Union
Church Sunday School. Archie Begg
i is to be the speaker. Mrs. Cora Pete’son will give a reading and the pastor
I is expected to speak. It is also MisI sionary Sunday. The collection goes
i toward home and foreign missionary
I5
3 4
I
2
b 7
work.
The installation of officers ln
10
8
II
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
take place Wednesday evening at a
.... w
I3
17
special meeting. Mrs. Luke Davis ol
I4
lb
15
Rockland, deputy president, will in
stall. Lunch will be served after the
21
22
W 20
I9
I8
ceremony. The new officers will be
sw
announced in next issue. Mrs
23
2b
24
25
Hilma Webster will be noble grand
for the new year.

Bayer-Tablets

SAFE

for

COLDS

BAYER

ASPI

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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First Door Knockers
Utilized at Weapons

An

The decorative quality of the door
knocker* bas been gaining ln rec
ognition and ls now held ln popu
lar favor, says a wrtter in Your
Home Magazine.
“Door knockers," reads Your
Home, “were little known in the ob
scure reaches of undent history,
and their development from ar
ticles of mere utility to objects of
art has covered centuries. The
Greek* considered it a breach of eti
quette to enter a house 'without
warning the inmates. Spartans
gave this notice by shouting their
arrival, but the Athenians an
nounced themselves by using the
knocker, which introduction was
doubtless made at the time when
doors superseded hangings for pur
poses of greater privacy or safety.
First It consisted of a rod-like piece
of iron chained to the door,
but unfriendly visitors sometimes
wrenched it from the door and used
it as a weapon of offense against
the Inmates. It was then that the
form was changed to that of a
heavy ring fastened by a strong
clasp or plate to the door, thus
serving the double purpose of knock
er and handle. From Greece the
custom was transmitted to the
Romans, and through their con
quests to nearly every country of
Europe. It was not long before they
were very much decorated, beveled,
chased and designed ln many varia
tions, of which reproductions may
be found for the door that would
be Interesting today.”

Hijhert Quality** 50 y“'«

Friend

Guinea Fowl Resists
Appeal of the Wild
Guinea fowls have been domesti
cated all over the United States,
comments a scientist of the United
States Department of Agriculture,
and have had plenty of opportuntties to escape to the wild. They
have shown little indication of de
siring to do so, and this seems
rather surprising, in view of the fact
•that they have done so in some of
the islands of the West Indies. They
were certainly introduced long ago
into most of these islands and are
now found in a wild state in Ja
maica, Cuba, Porto Rico, Domini
can Republic and a few of the
Lesser Antilles. Where the mon
goose is present it preys extensive
ly on guinea fowl and keeps their
numbers much in check. On Bar
buda, in the Lesser Antilles, which
was made into a sort of game pre
serve more than 200 years ago, the
birds still flourish. Wild guinea
fowl have been directly Introduced
into the southern states in recent
years, but the outcome of these ex
periments is not yet known.

'•Fifty-Four Forty”

In a Penitent
Mood

In

New Dress
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

$

is now prepared in con
venient, palatable, choc
olate coated tablets
narked in small bottles.
Each bottle contains 70
tablets, or 35 doses. Slip
a bottle into your hand
bag. Carry your medi
cine with you.

During the three trying peritxls of maturity,’ maternity
anil middle age, this remedy
proves its worth. 98 out of 100
report benefit after taking it.

These tablets are just as effec
tive as the liquid.

Ltjdia E. Rnkhanrs
Vegetable Compound
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Kiddies’ Evening
Story
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
OCKXHXKKXtOCHXKXXKXXXXXXX)

Successful Church Fair
The phrase “Fifty-four forty or
W 34
33
36
35
The event of the week was Union fight” is believed to have orig
W
Church Circle fair held in the vestry inated with William Allen, who was
38
37
39
Thursday afternoon. An entertain United States senator from Ohio in
ment was given in the church at 7 1844, at the time of the controversy
w
W
40
p. m. by the following committee: wlth_Great Britain over the Oregon
W 42
HI
44
43
Mrs. L. B. Dyer, Mrs. L. R. Smith, boundary. This slogan, which helped
W
Mrs. Oscar Lane and Mrs. Ambrose to elect Polk to the Presidency,
47 48
45
4b
Peterson. A miniature mock wed meant that Great Britain must rec
J49
ding by 34 children was presented ognize as American soil the whole
XNNN
54
52
50
5I
53
with Priscilla Chilles as bride, Joseph Pacific coast from the northern
w
Dyer as the groom, Jane Libby as boundary of California to the south
5b
5&
57
train bearer. Mary Helen Ames as ern limit* of Russian Alaska, the
59
55
flower girl, and Junior Greenleaf as line of latitude 54 degrees 40 min.
annn
bo
ring bearer. Maid of honor was north, or else the United States
bl
62
b3
1
Norma Phillips: best man, Herbert would declare war. The matter was
by treaty in 1846 without
Peterson,
bridesmaids, Arolyn Gray, settled
I
by making the forty-ninth par
b4
Macia Robinson. Irene Ames. Marion war.
allel the boundary line west to th»
White. Nita and Gwenda Malstrom; island
of Vancouver, which was
minister. George Burton Dyer; rela given to Canada.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
tives of the bride and groom, father
51—Chilled
19-Strong wind
1-A mollusk
and mother of the bride, Ambrose
53- Beast of burden 21-King (French)
5-Place for baking
Peterson and Carolyn Dyer; father
His Occupation
54- 1nto
23-Apparent
8- Mineral spring
and mother of the groom, Junior
“I hear your son has taken up a
9- Greases
55- To scold continually 24-Moves swiftly
Dyer and Edith Roberts; sisters of
11-Strike
57-To glide by
26-A form of a verb
the bride. Marilyn and Ruth Carver. profession, Mr. O’Casey,” remarked
(n|j
13- A narrow beam of 59- High (Music)
Ruth Brown was seen as grand the visitor.
light
60- Marsh
28-The tornet
“He has, lndade,” rejoined the
mother Chilles. who came all the
14- lnns
62-The chief d.v.mty :o.Surmise
way from New Orleans to attend the host “He’s phwat they call a
of ancient
16-Milk (Latin)
wedding; Carolyn Calderwood. grand ‘cross-examiner.’"
32-To tax
18- Pronoun
Memphis (Egpt.
This was too much for the
mother
Dyer, arrived in an airplane
34A
college
degree
Myth.)
19- Vapor
stranger.
from
Hollywood;
Elizabeth
Hopkins,
(abbr.)
63- The whole
20- A cog-wheel
“And phwat’s a ’cross-examiner’’"
an aunt with her nephew Junior
35- Nova Scotia (abbr.)
64- Pitch
22- Father
he asked.
Davis
from
Texas;
Miriam
Green

23- Blanched
37- A covering to
65- Pointed weapon
For a minute or two O’Casey was
leaf, an aunt with daughter, Marion
25-Tumult
protect one's
at a loss, but eventually he pulled
Oakes;
Corinne
Greenleaf,
an
aunt
27-To stick fast in
VERTICAL
clothes
with son Ernest, just arrived from himself together.
mire
38- To practice with a
“Sure, it’s a fellow who asks you
Paris, France; John Chilles, a rich
29-Chemical symbol
1-Scout
foil
uncle, superintendent of granite questions, an’ you answer the ques
for silver
2- lnterjection
39- M istake
quarries in Honolulu; Mont Roberts, tions, an’ then he questions the an
31-A relative
3- Untied
41-102 (Roman)
a clarinetist, with the symphony or swers,’ he returned easily.—Mon
33- Corroded
4- Llghted
43- Box
chestra at Rochester. N. Y.; cousins treal Family Herald.
34- The main shock
5- Noted Canadian
44- Tinge
from New England Conservatory of
physician
36- Ensnare
46-Sharp shrill cries
Music, Louise and Alice Burgess;
37- Metrlc land
6- lnterjection
Work of Volta Bureau
cousins from the Sunny South, Betty
48-Egyptian general
measure
7- Nothing
Volta was a famous French elec
Brown and Jean Strachan; cousins,
38- Fortunes
8- Perched
50-To seize suddenly
school teachers from Canada. Ellen trician. The Volta prize, created
39- The letter S
10-Part of a table
52-Dative (abbr.)
Burgess and Ruth Morton. After the by Napoleon, was conferred by
40- Plural ef “penny"
12-Strike gently
54-Sick
relatives were seated the bridal party France upon Dr. Alexander Graham
42- Secretary of State 13- Edges
56-Obtained
(abbr.)
14- Entry
entered to the strains of the Wed Bell for the invention of the tele
58-Comrade
43- Crown
15- To canonize
ding March played by a friend of phone. Doctor Bell took this money,
17-A sign placed below 59-Beverage
45-Very small
the groom. Eugene Burgess. After 50.000 francs, added to it a large
47-Engages in boxing
a line showing an 61-Depart
the ceremony a program was given sum received from other electrical
49-Onward
|
omission
,63-Army Corps (abbr.)
by the relatives in honor of the bride experiments, and founded the Volta
and groom. Recitations by Herbert bureau, “for the increase and diffu
Peterson, Marilyn Carver, Ruth sion of knowledge relating to the
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Carver, Miriam Greenleaf, John deaf.” This bureau prints and dis
SOUTH HOPE
Chilles, Junior Davis, Norma Phillips. tributes every year hundreds of leaf
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Clifford of Priscilla Chilles, Betty Brown, Jean lets containing helpful information
Massachusetts spent the weekend Strachan, Alice Burgess, Macia for the hard of hearing or the par
with Mr. Clifford's sister Mrs. Robinson, Ernest Claytor, Ellen ents of deaf children.
31anche Dunbar last week. Miss Burgess, Junior Dyer, Ruth Morton; i
Virginia -Dunbar returned home with piano solos, by Edith Roberts, Caro
Few Left-Handed People
them. She expects to enter a Massa lyn Dyer, Louise Burgess; vocal solqs,
From
the meager information ac
chusetts school of beauty culture.
Joseph Dyer, Mont Arey; dialogue,
Special evening services have oeen Carolyn Calderwood and Ruth cessible on the subject it appears
primitive peoples are as pre
held in the Advent Church the past Brown; ringing by all, "Wedding that
right handed as civ
week.
Bells." The fair and entertainment dominantly
ilized peoples. Any theory which
Mrs. Lillian Thorndike spent a few netted about $125.
seeks to explain origin of right
days in Stonington recently
handedness roust go back further
South Hope Grange will serve a
Asker—“Did you hear about the than civilization. According to the
baked bean supper in their dining awful trouble that has befallen Mrs. bureau of American ethnology,
room next Thursday night from 5.30 Gabble?"
there are very few cases of left
to 7. Price 25c. and 15c.
Teller—“Don’t tell me she has lost handedness among the present-day
A. W. Heath delivered a Plymouth her voice.”
Indians. It Is supposed by that au
car to the Mitchell Bros, of Appleton
Asker—"No, her husband has lost thority that the Indians were pre
Real dyes give
last week.
his hearing.”
dominantly right handed before
Several from here attended the
their contact with Europeans.
fair
in
Damariscotta.
richest colors! Miss Faustina Heath is now home To “Point-Up” Appetite
----------, with her stepmother Mrs. Edward
BURKETTVILLE
Just Stimulate Bowels
FOR every home use, Diamond i Heatlr
Dyes are the finest you can buy. [ " speedy driver ran into the bank
The 4-H Club will hold their local
They contain the highest quality Iat. tile entrance of C. B. Taylor's
Whenever the end of the day finds contest at the Jefferson Grange hall
anilines that can be produced.
; drive a few nights ago but no one was you
out-of-sorts; food doesn’t tempt at 3 o'clock Saturday.
It’s the anilines in Diamond •llurt and n° damage done. It is
and won’t digest; breath is bad;
Dyes that give such soft, bright, , noticed that a good many drivers do you
coated, just chew a candy tab
ASH POINT
new colors to dresses, drapes, \ not slow down as they should in town tongue
let before bedtime. Tomorrow you’ll
lingerie. Diamond Dyes are easy | but speed right through.
Miss Helen G. Newman has re
be a new person!
to use. They go on smoothly ^md
Mrs. Lawrence Public Health Nurse
A candy Cascaret clears up a bil turned from Roxbury, Mass., where
evenly; do not spot or streak; i and an assistant called at the school ious,
headachy condition every she has been the guest of Mr. and
never give things that re-dyed this week and examined all the chil time. gassy,
Puts appetite on edge. Helps Mrs. T. A. Sanders for five weeks.
look. Just true, even, new colors dren to determine whether any were digestion.
Activates bowels.
ihat keep their depth and brilliance underweight, overweight, or had any
Cascarets are made from eascara,
in spite of wear and washing. 15c physical defects.
Groucho—“Didn't some brainless
which
authorities
say
actually
packages. AU drug stores.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Potter are re strengthen# bowel muscles. So, take idiot propose to you before we were
ceiving congratulations on the birth these delightful tablets as often as married?”
The Mrs.—“Yes.”
of a baby daughter born at Camden you please; or give them freely to
Groucho—“I wish to goodness you'd
Community Hospital Sept. 20. Mrs. children. All drug stores sell CasPotter and baby are doing fine and earets for a dime, and no dollar prep married him.”
The Mrs—“I did.
will soon return homp.
aration could do better work.

DiamoncLQyes

Old

Every-Other-Day

Train
The dog’s name was Train because
he so loved to see the train go
by the farm
house where he
lived that he al
ways went out
side and gave it
a friendly bark.
He lived near
a turn which
the traiD had
to make, so the
train always
gave a whistle
as it came near
the farmhouse
and the dog al
ways barked as
though to an
swer the train.
He never tried
to go too near
the train, but
because he
seemed to think
The Dog's Name so much of it
his mistress
Was Train.
named hi m
Train. Quite an odd name for a dog.
He always seemed to know when
It was time for the train to come
along, too, for he was always out
waiting for it in plenty of time.
But he did not go out too long
In advance of the time when the
train was due. It was Just as
though he could tell the time!
His mistress was a little old lady,
and she lived all alODe. Sometimes
relatives and friends came to see
her, but her only real companion
was the dog.
He had come to her when a
puppy. A farmer’s wife nearby had
given him to her.
So much of her loneliness passed
away when the puppy came.
The puppy had been naugtity, he
had torn at things and destroyed
one bedroom slipper w’hiie leaving
the other in perfect condition.
But from the first he had been
so affectionate. His hair was
shaggy, aud his tail fairly adored
wagging.
The little old lady used to hold
him in her arms and say, “Oh, what
a dear little dog
you are!”
And the dog
seemed to know
he was welcome
from the start,
and he would
lick the lady’s
hand and snug
gle close in her
arms after he
had been play
ing hard.
He was so
happy, but one
day he wan
dered away too
far, and be lost
his way.
His mistress
became very
much fright
ened about him
and she went Always Seemed
to Know.
down the road
to see what
could have become of her pet dog.
She asked everyone if he had
been seen, and everyone Joined in
the search.
All the way, as she walked down
the road, she could not find any
track of her dog Train, and when it
was time for the train to be due he
was nowhere ln sight
This frightened her greatly, and
she was afraid he was lost for
ever.
But after the train had gone by,
up the road came the dog Train.
He had lost his way, and he
had waited to see the train to
make sure the way to go home!
He went back along the tracks
after the train had gone by until
he reached home.
Oh, wasn’t he glad to be home,
and wasn’t she glad to see him
and weren’t the neighbors glad!
There was rejoicing all over the
countryside because Train, the dog
had found his way home.
He had a special meal given to
him, and how happy he was to go
to sleep in the big chair that Just
naturally had belonged to him from
the start!
(©. 1930. Western Newspaper Union )

What Am 17

My flrst is In sink, but not ln float
My second is in horse, but not ln
goat
My third ls ln air, bnt not ln glee.
My fourth Is in dance, but not in
spree.
My fifth is In drop, but not ln pull
My sixth Is in water but not ln
full.
I hope all my answers you’ve
guessed aright
Then you’ll know that Fm seen
when days are bright.
What am 1? Now, don’t look at
the answer until you have tried.
Answer—Shadow.

MORE EARTHQUAKES

Are Due In Maine, Says State

By CORONA REMINGTON

Geologist — Probably Not

Very Serious
.ORIA BRISCOE.
The folks at home would
not have recognized her by that
“The evidence available seems to
name, for there she was known as indicate the recurrence of many
Gladys Briscoe, but then neither slight earthquakes, but the chance
would they have recognized her for a very destructive tremor seems
with the extreme boyish bob that to be slight," writes Prof. Edward H.
she was sporting and the carmine Perkins of Colby College, assistant
lips and the big flat pearl earrings State geologist, at the conclusion of
that almost covered the tiny lower a report on Maine earthquakes print
lobe,of her much exposed ears. The ed as a part of the first annual re
blase walk was new, too, sort of port of the State geologist. Prol.
a bored languid stroll. When Lucius H. Merrill of the University
Gloria had renamed herself she had of Maine.
overlooked the frailty of human na
New England ls not usually con
ture to nickname and nickname and sidered as part of an active earth
nickname, so she was slightly taken quake belt,” says Prof. Perkins, “and
* rOw
back when all the men down at Indeed it is not to be compared to
’*er
the office began to call her Glory such regions as the west coast of the
4°o
B. It sounded like an exclamation, United States and the Islands of
not exactly of approval, ln fact, Japan. However, with a record of
by a certain Inflection of the voice about 350 earthquakes between 1627
there could be a little derision pnt and 1928 or an average of about 1-16
into it, thus: Glory B.I Sometime* shocks a year. It is clear that New
she wondered whether sh9 was put England can not be considered an
ting the ultra stuff across or wheth area of perfect crustal stability."
er there were still little ear marks
These earthquakes, he continues,
of the country girl peeping out have grouped themselves into three
around the edge of her camouflage. periods; one between 1727 and 1737;
BuL anyhow, she was enjoying her
between 1843 and 1855: and the
freedom and the big life and the one
series which started in Sep
occasional cigarette that made her present
1924, and which no one knows
bead ache but added the finishing tember.
hether it has ended or not.
touch to this new Gloria—to this
• • • ♦
magnificent butterfly to whom
Prof. Perkins says that neither of &
Gladys had been only the grubby
the two major causes assigned by
worm.
It was with gnawing Impatience geologists to account for earthquakes,
that she waited for her first vaca apply to those of New England; that w
tion when she might go back home there is no volcanic activity, nor is
and dazzle her girlhood friends with there any compression and folding
this new apparition at which the of the surface such as causes the
**
Gladys of a year before bad not formation of new mountains. He as
signs recovery from the glacial period
even hinted a promise.
.*<
the cause and explains the theory
It was along ln August when she
ffinally got away from the hot swel as follows;
‘New England, like the rest of the
tering city. Jack Desmond, her
M. steady.” had promised to run down northeastern North America, has reently recovered from a great glacial
for a week-end at least, and she
was speeding home ahead of him to neriod during which even the highest
put the place in order and instruct mountain tops were under the ice.
her family as to what to do—what The great weight of the glacier de
to say—what to wear—what to eat, pressed the country beneath; most
and how to do, say, wear and where the ice was thick, to a less ex
tent where the Ice was thin. During Beglnnnig Tuesday, October 14, serv
eat ttt
It was a trying time for old man the thousands of years of glaciation ice becomes three trips weekly, sailing
Briscoe and hia wife. Mrs. Bris slow rock flowage from under the on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
coe was not permitted to wear ber overloaded section caused an eleva
comfy old gingham dresses even in tion, of the surface in front of the
the kitchen in the mornings. Every glacier, Just as putty pressed under a
Except Sunday
time she said with pleasant Inter board will flow out and bulge up
est “Well, *1 do know!” she was about the edges. With the retreat of
glared at by her daughter. The old the ice the crust slowly readjusted
man’s easy chair on the front porch itself; the frontal bulge sank, while
—the one that sagged on one side the depressed portions rose, the ele
and bad the cowhide seat in it—had vation being greatest where the de
been whisked away and his field- pression was greatest.
FROM ROCKLAND
weary limbs were forced to seek
“This upward movement is record
cJleatner
repose In strange, unfitting chairs ed in Maine by shorelines which are
that refused to yield to his contour. found at elevations of 240 feet on
But the thing that nearly killed Mount Desert Island. 270 feet near
Gloria was that her parents could Rockland. 310 feet near Bucksport. Freight and Passenger Service
not or would not remember not 350 feet near Belgrade, 460 feet near Sail on the "CAMDEN” or "BEL
to call ber Gladys.
Bingham, while uplifts of over 600 feet FAST,” any night except Sunday, at
Seems like yon been Gladys so are recorded in th7''st Lawrence |8p M Standard Time for Boston
. Connections at Boston with direct
long I can’t get accustomed to noth valley.
• •
steamer to New York.
Steamer
ing else,” Mrs. Briscoe would apolo
That New England has not yet j£,ave® R°ckland 5.15„A'^-,S?nd^
gize, mopping ber flushed face on
reached Its pre-glacial elevation is in- Time daily* except Monday, for
her apron.
Gloria sighed ln despair. It was dicated by the submerged coastline Harbor and intermediate landings.
hopeless. Maybe she had better of Maine where the many islands and Steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
wire Jack not to come, make up bays show that a hilly topography is Standard Time daily, except Monday,
some excuse and keep him away drowned beneath the sea. The uplift for Brooklin and intermediate land
somehow. After they were mar in response to the melting of the ings.
ried—if they ever did marry—he glacier caused stresses in the rocks Steamers “BELFAST" or “CAM
could adjust himself to the crude which accumulated until the elastic DEN” sail daily except Monday at 5
ness of his parents-ln-law as besi 'imit was reached, the rocks then A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
he could. Anyway, once married giving way with a snap, causing the Belfast, Bucksport, and Bangor.
Automobiles Carried
he couldn’f get away so easily, out vibrations we call earthquakes.
now—why, they weren’t even en
“The stresses may be relieved by a For reservation! apply Wharf Office
gaged. It would be too great a few large movements or a series of
risk to have him see them now. small movements. Once the stress ls
Yet, somehow , because she loved relieved a period of quiescence fol
him so much she could not bring lows, during which renewed stresses steamship lines
herself to forego the pleasure of accumulate to be relieved by another
seeing him.
series of shocks.
So he arrived as they had planned
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
“We do not know whether the
on the 6:30 Saturday afternoon, present series of quakes which start
STEAMBOAT CO.
bringing with him a huge box of ed on Sept. 30. 1924, has relieved the
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(In
effect Oct. 1. 1930)
candy and greeting Gloria with a accumulated stress or not. If so, the
Vinalhaven Line
smile that made her heart Jump for shocks will decrease ln number and
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
Joy. Together they walked the intensity, but if considerable stress cept Sunday at 8 A M. Arriving tn
short distance from the station to is still unrelieved we may look for a Rockland at 9 20 A M. Returning leaves
at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
the inviting old country home in the continuation of shocks of varying de Rockland
haven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
cool quiet of a perfect summer eve grees
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
of
intensity.
The
other
two
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally ex
ning. As they approached he aeriods of activity lasted for ten and
cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston
stopped and faced the girl.
twelve years, and if the present period ington at 6.55 A. M„ North Haven at 7.50
“Glory, I don’t know-how to do is to be of the same length, we may A. M . due to arrive at Rockland atx>ut
9 o'clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
the square thing," he said hesitat
xpect a continuation of earthquakes 1.30 P M.. North Haven at 2.35 P. M..
ingly. “I like yon Just a lot—in until about 1934 or 1936."
Stonington at 3 40 P M . due to arrive at
about 5 o’clock.
fact I—I love you, but I’m never
The complete report, of which Swan's Island
B H. STINSON. General Agent
going to ask you to marry me; I Prof. Perkins'earthquake article is a
know we couldn’t be happy together. part, ls the flrst issued under tne
My folks are just plain country act of the Legislature in 1929 pro
people and you’d be ashamed of viding for the appointment of a State
’em and wouldn’t stand for that a geologist, and comprises 87 pages of
ei?ery grave.
minute. You’re »o—different 1 valuable information. Included are
had no business letting myself fall reports on Maine granites and feld
for you. Up to the last minute I spars with visits to several quarries;
fought for the courage to call thia reports on several gem and mineral
visit off, but I wanted to come ao mines; lists of minerals found in
badly I couldn’t” Suddenly he Maine, with localities named; and
We believe “a satisfied cus
raised his head as if a load had special lists of minerals from Ben
tomer is the best advertlsedropped from his shoulders. ”1 feel nett
’
s
quarry,
Buckfield;
from
Newry
better now—we understand,” he
i ment,” and on that principle,
and Rumford.
said after a moment
our business is increasing.
There
are
general
articles
on
the
Then Gloria put a hand on his
We shall be very glad to adnatural
history
of
Maine
minerals
arm and swallowed ber pride as she and the evolution of Maine scenery,
’i^T viur
spoke.
and special reports on the late marine *suitable Memorial for your
“Jack, I'm only veneer. It Isn’t
Cemetery plot.
very thick nt that. It wouldn’t be clays, the Igneous rock of Mouht-j
Klneo
and
vicinity
and
the
igneous
hard to scrape off. You’ll feel bet
ter when you see dad in bis old rock north of Mount Kat, >din.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
blue shirt with his suspenders bold
ing him together, as he puts It So
Inc.
Birds Lay Eggs
we've both got parents that aren’t
Teacher
had
been
’
giving
a
class
EAST
UNION,
ME.
too stylish.”
of youngsters some Idea of prov
HTT-tf
Then Jack did something that
erbs, and after the lesson she put
quite shocked the neighbors who
some questions.
were all discreetly peeping out
“Birds of a feather do what,
their windows to see Gladys’ new
Peggy? she demanded.
city beau. *He swept her slender
“Lay eggs,” piped Peggy without
little figure into his arms and kissed
hesltatton.
the boyish bob, and the pearl ear
rings, even the carmine lips. Yea,
The Cream Fountain
he did, right then and there.
A Battle Creek physician aaye,
“But I'm a hateful little minx.
City Lad—Father, how many “Constipation is responsible for mjt'e
Jack, It was I who was—s-s-o
kinds of milk are there?
misery than any other cause."
afraid of what you’d think of my
His Father—Well, there’s malted
But immediate relief has been
parents and that I forgot my loy
milk, evaporated and—but why do found. A tablet called Rexall Order
alty to them and was almost
you want to know?
lies has been discovered. This tablet
a-ashamed-' to have you see them.
City Lad—Well, 1 was drawing attracts water from the system Into
And they’re so fine, too. I ought
the picture of a cow and didn't the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
to be k-kllled.”
know how many spigots to put in. the colon. The water loosens the dry
But Jack did not agree with her.
food waste and causes a gentle,
He only thought that she was even
Not Watching Clock *
thorough, natural movement without
lovelier than ever when ln a peni
Boss—What do you mean com forming a habit or ever increasing the
tent mood—one tn which he had
dose.
f
ing in late?
never seen her before,
•
Boy—I thought you said you •- Stop suffering from constipation.
(Copyright.)
wanted a boy who would not be al QJjow a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for t»e to
ways watching the clock.

G

WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with I
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Washington St., next Otd (South Church,

Daily Service

BOSTON

EASTER??

Memorials

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

day at the nearest Rexall Drug -’tore,

One Use at Least

•Tommy, can you tell me one of
the uses of cowhide?"
“Er, yessir. It keeps the cows to
gether.".
i

r
Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Strsst
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Now

Is The
Time

To market your Poultry in season
for the Jewish Holidays
We Will Pay Highest Prices

COHEN BROS.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
109-tf

Charles W. Sheldon.

R.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
if* Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Talaohenaa 12OR; fc«aidane« 2A3-M

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist .
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 915-M

Jltf

Every-Othfcr-Day
ROCKPORT
—
I
Charles Simmons has moved from
the Haskell house on Summer stre»t
to the Homer Roach house.
Charles Tolman of Rockville and
his daughter Mrs. Leola Mann re
turned Monday from a few days’ trip
to Boston. Mrs. Orra Burns was em^
ployed at Mrs. Mann's home as house
keeper during her absence.
Repairs and improvements are be
ing made on the residence of Fred
Holbrook, Mechanic street. Fred
Partridge is in charge of the work.
Lloyd Rhodes was home from East
ern State Normal School, Castine for
the weekend.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby and daugh
ter Katherine of Manchester, N. H.,
have been spending a few days with
her mother, Mrs. Charles Ingraham.
The Saturday Club was delightfully
entertained Saturday evening at the
home of Mrs. Clara Thomas. They
were glad to welcome back one of the
members, Mrs. Louise Holbrook, who
has recently returned from the Gold
Star Mothers’ pilgrimage to France.
Mrs. Holbrook presented each mem
ber with a souvenir of her trip. Deli
cious refreshments were served.
Friends of Steward Rhodes are
pleased to see him on t^e street
again after having been confined to
the house for several days on ac
count of an infection in his foot.
Gordon Cash has purchased the
Walter Carleton house on Camden
road and will soon occupy it as a resi
dence.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Havener have
returned from Quincy, Mass., where
they have been residing for some time
and will occupy a part of the Mabel
Withee house on Mechanic street.
Last Thursday evening at the home
of Mrs. Hildred Rider, the members
of the Johnson Society entertained
their husbands at a baked bean sup
per. About twenty-four sat down to
partake of the good things, after
which cards, etc were enjoyed. A
very pleasant evening was reported.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S.. will
entertain Ivy Chapter of Warren and
Beach Chapter of Lincolnville at
their regular meeting Tuesday eve
ning. Supper will be served at 6.30
after which the work will be exempli
fied. The supper committee consists
of Mrs. Ella Overlook. Mrs. Amy
Miller, Mrs. Cora Morrill and Mrs.
Cora Upham.
The Twentieth Century Club holds
its first meeting of the season Fri
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Alice Gardner with Mrs. Katherine
Dunbar as hostess.
Mrs. Belle Crediford and Mrs.
Anabel King returned to Chicago last
week after several months' visit with
relatives in this vicinity.
Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles and Mrs.
Addie Skinner have closed their
home here and returned to New
Rochelle, N. Y„ for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
motored to Orono Sunday for a short
call on their son William, who is a
student at the University of Maine.
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Prevent Fires--Save Losses
Fire Prevention Week Oct. 5-12
This Week is Set Apart All Over the Nation as FIRE PREVENTION WEEK—A Time When We as a
people Unite in the Effort to Curb the Tremenduos National Loss by Preventable

Fires—1929 the Fire Toll of the United States was $472,000,000

“It Is Better To Be Safe”
After the Fire It Is Too Late

AFTER

INSURE NOW!

THE FIREi
ivhat?^

Our Service Is Prompt. We
Are Anxious To Serve You.
Call Us Now!

Play Safe
with

Your

Family /

AFTER
THE FIRE-

E. C. MORAN & CO.
INC.

425 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 98

TO OWN A HOME IS THE HOPE OF EVERY
HEART!

PLAY SAFE!
Fire is a terrible thing. Prevent it where pos
sible. But in any case—

SAVE LOSSES BY INSURING

McDougall-Ladd Co.
14 School Street

Rockland

Tel. 393

A Fire IsAnExpensive Education

Don’t risk losing all you have worked for and

hold dear!

INSURE TODAY

PROFIT BY OTHERS’ COSTLY EXPERIENCE
Many the lifetime tragedy that has its origin in a fire. Don’t be a victim of the
superstition that you are immune.

Cochran, Baker & Cross

Cover your home and furnishings today.

Rockland

406 Main Street

Tel. 497

Let us advise you!

Clarence F. Joy

INSURE and be SAFE

Rockland, Me.

375 Main Street

PREVENT FIRES

Tel 882

Hoboken School

These items were gathered by grade
[our and written by Mildred Butler,
aged eight.
There are 32 pupils in school this
term. Not one pupil was absent dur-.
ing the first two weeks.
We have new electric lights.
Herbert Lovejoy of boston has
entered the fourth grade.
Calvin and Ruth Hughey have gone
to Boston to live.
We are going to have a new piano.
We are saving our money for it.
?
We have had a lot of company thfc
year. Mrs. Barrows, Mrs. Gregory
from Glencove and Mrs. Sarah Young
a Camden teacher have visited us.
Pauline Tatham and Eleanor
Porter are taking lessons on the
piano.
Five pupils in grade two had perfect
spelling lessons during the month.
They are Clarence Morse, Ruth
Hughey, Eleanor Porter, Mary Reed
and Bernard Andrews.
Every Friday we have a little en
tertainment. Herbert Lovejoy plays
on the violin.
The officers of the Improvement
league are Clarence Morse, president;
Herbert Lovejoy, vice president;
Mildred Butler, secretary; Pauline
Tatham, treasurer. Monitors: War
ren Barrows, Albert Young, Carroll
Richards, Mildred Butler , Ruth:
Hughey and Mary Reed.

Caution and Peace of Mind!
Caution is the product of civiliation.”—Holmes.
And Peace-of-Mind is the re
sult of caution. Call us up now
and say that you want that fire
insurance policy in your hands
at once.

Roberts & Veazie, Inc.
Tel. 675

Masonic Temple

An Ounce of Prevention
BUILD
FIRESAFE!

A great majority of the fires start on the roof or from
chimneys. Build fire-safe or remodel fire-safe and
avoid these major hazards.

Use Asbestos Shingles and
Chimney Tile
■ thus avoiding risk of fire.

W. H. Glover & Co.

The large crowd present represented Mrs. Hazel Cain, Mrs. Ethel Spear. I joyed in the homes of Misses Gudnot only members of the church and Miss Edith Riley and Miss Evelyn I run Heistad, Mary Brann and Mrs.
parish but the townspeople in gen Jenkins. After the formalities were j Rita Calderwood. Light lunches are
eral and friends from neighboring over, Deacon Arthur Walker with a i served. Other members of the group
towns. A testimonial of the high few well chosen words presented Rev. are Muriel Giles and Doris Ballard.
esteem in which they are held by all and Mrs. Hughey with a sum of j Mesdames Wilma Rhodes, Ruth
who know them. At eight o’clock the money in gold, to which both feel- : Bartlett, Lorena Ott, Ruth Nash,
receiving line was. formed made up i ingly and fittingly responded. Re- ! Gwendolyn Buzzell of Rockport, and
of Rev. and Mrs. Hughey. Robert marks were then made by Rev. H. I. Kathryn Cross of Rockland.
* * * *
-A Heald, Deacon of the West Rockport • Holt. Rev. J. C. MacDonald, and Rev.
Pastor’s Reception
Baptist Church, Mrs. Heald. Edgar L. tG. Perry of Rockland, Rev. F. F.
Friday evening at the Baptist ves Shibles, deacon of the Rockport Fowle. Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant's
try a public reception was held fot church, Mrs. Shibles and Rev. and Harbor, Rev. A. A. Walsh of St.
Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. Hughey... Mrs. A. A. Walsh. The ushers were George, Deacon Shibles. Each spoke
in the highest praise of Mr. Hughey, |
both as a pastor and as a man, who
thinketh no evil and speaketh no evil
I which close association in the church
and outside has revealed him to be.
It was with much regret that the
church accepted his resignation.
During the evening several musical
numbers were given, consisting of
piano solo, Thalice Spear; singing by
seven young ladies; vocal duets, Mr.
and Mrs. Hughey; quartet selections
i by Mr. and Mrs. Hughey and Rev. and
1 Mrs. Walsh. Refreshments of ice
cream and cake were served. The
Backache Often Warns of
I Hugheys came to the Rockport
Church just two years ago from
Disordered Kidneys.
Boothbay and during their stay
MANTLE LAMP
here they have worked faithfully and
If miserable with backache,
conscientiously for the good of the
bladder irritations and getting
church and the community. Under
up at night, don’t take chancesl
their leadership the membership has
Help your kidneys at the first
increased, about 30 having been re
sign of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
ceived into the church in the past two
Successful for more than 50
years, and much interest has been
years. Endorsed by hundreds
aroused along musical lines, a young
of thousands of grateful users.
people's choir and a male chorus
Get Doan’s today. Sold by dealhaving been organized. The church
has been repaired and painted, the
old parsonage razed and a very
attractive new one erected. While
the funds for this work were practi
cally all contributed by friends out
side the church yet Mr. Hughey as
sumed the responsibility of its ex
penditure and was seen daily working
with the carpenters and painters,
giving freely of his time and serv
ices that the expense might be kept
within bounds. As they leave for
their new home at 46 Glen Road,
Jamaica Plains, Mass., the best
wishes of their friends in Rockport I
and elsewhere will follow them. On
Saturday evening at the close of re- |
hearsal, the members of the malp
chorus presented Mr. Hughey with We want all your LIVE POUL
a very handsome gold watch chain.
Highest Prices paid. Call
Miss Doris Ballard was the guest TRY.
or write Charles Shane, care of
of Mrs. H. G. Calderwood of Glen R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
cove Wednesday and Thursday of Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
last week.
your door. References: Any poul
A group of young ladies have try raiser.
formed
a
social
club
in
this
town,
Rockland, Maine
meeting Wednesday night of each
117T127
week. The evenings are spent in CHARLES SHANE CO.

rHas Your Back
Given Out?

Here’s theSpot
TOCOME/Sz-

Aladdin

Doans
Ills

We Carry a —

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

CR1E HARDWARE CO.

cards. Three meetings have been en

BUILD
FIRESAFE!

17-tf

When flames burst out let others scurry madly about

risking their lives to save their property.

Mrs. Addie Wyllie is employed as
housekeeper at the home of Mrs.
The Saturday Night Club was Frances Vinal and Mrs. Miller.
Miss Evelyn Berry has returned to
entertained at the home of Mrs.
W. H. Robinson Saturday evening Haddonfield, N. J., after spending
by Mrs. Sidney Wvllie. Honors were two weeks with her parents, Mr. and
won by Mrs. Laura Starrett and Mrs. Mrs. C. Frank Berry.
Benjamin Starrett.
Warren High played Waldoboro
Mrs. Alice Cook has as her guests High Friday afternoon, the score 7-4
Mr .and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of favor of Warren.
Medfield, Mass.
Harvey Buber took his miniature
William Lawry spent the weekend golf course to Litchfield two days
with Edward Crawford at North the past week.
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett, Parker
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, Mrs. Harlow Starrett, Kathryn Starrett and Mrs.
Brown and Mrs. W. H. Robinson Vesta Siegars went by motor Sunday
motored to Portland Sunday with to Bunker Hill where they called on
Walter Wincapaw where they will Mr .and Mrs .Fred Collins.
make a visit of a few days; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kallock and
Wyllie at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Mabel Crawford attended Po
Hiram Moody, Mrs. Robinson at the mona Grange Saturday at Burketthome of Rev. and Mrs. Charles Paul ville.
and Mrs. Brown at the home of her
Miss Vora Nye, teacher at Ander
brother, Walter Wincapaw.
Miss Evelyn Erickson who has been son school. haS been ill this week and
working at Bristol this summer has her school has been closed since
j returned to her home at North War Tuesday.
A meeting for rural teachers of
ren.
Percy Moore is employed at paint Warren and Union was held at
Pleasantville school Saturday. The
ing at Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crosby teacher, Mrs. Lina Smith, taught her
have gone to Massachusetts where usual classes in spelling, reading,
they will make relatives a short visit arithmetic, and one class in history
before going to Yarmouth, Nova and one in geography. Special em
Scotia and also to Halifax where phasis was given to the teaching of
they plan to spend the winter with spelling, silent reading and lower
grade seat work. The following
some of their people.
The Farm Bureau will conduct an teachers attended the meeting: Mrs.
all-day meeting at the Montgomery Fannie Tarr and Miss Helen Rob
rooms Friday, Oct. 10. The subject inson of Warren; Mrs. Myrtle
which should interest all housewives Messer, Mrs. Maxine Heath, Mrs.
Eva Starrett, Mrs. Inez Ripley and
; is “Short Cuts In Dish Washing.”
Miss M. Grace Walker was pleas- Miss Mabel Esancy of Union, with
I antly surprised Friday afternoon by Miss Mabel Moody of Union as guest.
a small group of friends who dropped The next meeting will be held Oct. 18
| in to mark the passing of her birth- ' at East Union school, Mrs. Myrtle
day anniversary which had occurred Messer, teacher. Out of town speak
Sept. 11. Those present were Mrs. ers will be secured for the November
Harold Drewctt. Mrs. Laura Brack- meeting.
i ett and Mrs. Benjamin Watts. Re[.'reshments were served and Miss
Walker was presented with a gift of
colored glassware.
The ladies of the Congregational
Church will be serving their monthly
supper Thursday. Oct. 9. The comi mlttee of housekeepers are Mrs.
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
Laura Starrett, Mrs. Grace Spear, frequent
day calls, Leg Pains, NervMrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Jessie ousness, or Burning, due to function
al
Bladder
Irritation, in acid condi
Walker and Miss Harriet Hahn.
makes you feel tired, depressed
Mrs. Mary Creamer has had an tions,
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
all electric radio installed.
the system In 15 minutes. Praised by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn and thousands
for rapid and positive ac
friends of Gardiner were the guests tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced
Siss-tex)
today, under the
of Miss Susie Hahn Sunday.
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
Mrs. Fred Starrett accompanied by allay
these conditions, Improve rest
Mrs. Mary Richmond attended the ful sleep and ounty, or jrouey back.
inspection of the Libby Relief Corps Only 60c at
jheld at Rockland Thursday evening.
II. Moor * Co., Rockland

You who

are insured need take no long chances.
We Would Be Glad To Arrange a Policy For You

Real Estate and Insurance

ROBERT U. COLLINS
Rockland

375 Main Street

Builders and Contractors

Rockland

Complete Line of Supplies
and Parts for All Models

Ask us for estimates

SAFE FROM FIRE LOSS! -

Tel. 77

WARREN

Backache
Leg Pains

FOR ANY

CHILD

baby has a fretful spell, is
feverish and cross and can’i
sleep, let Castoria soothe and
quiet him. Sometimes it’s a
touch of colic. Sometimes it is
constipation. Just keepCastoria
handy and give freely for any
of the above conditions; relief
will follow promptly.
HILDREN are happy and
All through babyhood, Cas
carefree by nature, so toria is a mother’s standby, and
when they cry for no apparentwise mothers do not change ta
reason any careful mother stronger medicines as the child
worries. No one can always grows older. Just increase the
guess just what is wrong hut dose of Castoria and keep the
the remedy can always be the youngster’s stomach sweet and
same. Good old Castoria! the bowels in good order.
There’s comfort in every drop
Tof>e sureof getting genuine
of this pure vegetable prepara Fletcher's Castoria you should
tion and not the slightest harm look for this
—j—
in its frequent use. As often as signature

C

The Accumulative

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here

Effect of Good

Advertising
And Stop It

•

If It Doesn’t Pay

Cannot
Be Overestimated
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the annual school examination. This Decrow of Belfast, were united in
__ ___
_
Hu and children of South Portland., Miller and Mr. and Mrs. A W Ma- IP
l
l » Zi l
PLEASANT
POINT
examination was made by Dr. Lucy marriage by Rev. Leroy Campbell,
Lost and Found
and Mrs. Richard Erwin 'and I The vlsit was a most Pleasant one- as loney. St. George Grange is large 111 tiVerVbOdV S VOllUlM
Mr and Mrs John Hewett re- sPear- school physician, assisted by the double ring service being used, sonMr.Sydney
of Stoneham, Mass., Mrs.1 Mrs' Kin® and Mrs. .Maloney had not in both numbers and hospitality, and
*
*
LOST
—
Black and white bull dog with
turned home Sunday from a week’s Miss winn- Man>' marked improve- The bride was given away by her Hovey Burgess and Mrs. Ori Pack-!seen eacb °*ber before for 13 years. uzJn?,,
a- good■ timp,----wnn
amlnvort
I/ a11
„"iT- three
Advertisements
in once
this for
column
not to3 exceed
-----So.
enJOy®d• -k
by
lines Inserted
25 cents.
times black over one eye; black collar. Re
touring in Canada
ments in the condition of pupils father. She wore a gown of white ard of Freeport spent last week at Those from Acorn Grange who ac- Worthy Master
ward.
TEL.
532,__________________ 120-122
Hilt certainly knows (or 50 cents. Additional llne« 5 cents each
Oscar Hodgkins spent the week- since Iast year were noticed and il Georgette with bridal veil and car Moss Bar cottage.
cepted the invitation to visit St. how to make a fish chowder. State for °"e lln,e- 1,1 cen,s ,or lnree ,lnie3 sl* LOST—Saturday between LTmerock
port With hit irrnnrimnthpr Mrs would seem as if results from the work tied a shower bouquet of gladioli. Capt. and Mrs. L. O. Young spent Oeorge Grange last Friday evening Lecturer Howes was present, and Kard’
St. and St. Qeorge, red leatherboard case
a llPe'
Blunt
granumotner, .virx of three years are now being reaKzed. rhe matron of honor. Mrs. Charles
containing hosiery. Finder please notify
the weekend in Portland.
were: O. H. Woodcock. Miss Fannie gave a most interesting talk.
J. E. RAWLEY, 120 Llmerock St.. Tel.
James McLaughlin has sold his T1?enurse finds the automobile Cookson, a cousin of the bride, wore
?89-J.________ ____ __________________ 120*tf
■ ~™~
house on Wadsworth street to whlch was recently given to the asso- beige georgette and carried pink Twenty-six of the Black & Gay —
LOST- Bar pin with coral rose in
No, 890. Reserve District No. 1
Charles HendXTXse place joins ciati°n °f inestimable value in her gladioli. Irving Bracey, a brother i canning force of Thomaston enjoyed
WANTED—Housekeeper.
MRS HAR- center, either at Perry’s Market, on Main
RIETTE CARVER. Owl's Head.
Tel. St. or at Park Theatre. Reward. TEL.
it
e
j
work. A public card party was of the bride, was best man. The 1 clam bake and picnic at F. S. Stone's
335-22.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
120-122 253-W.
119*121
Mr Orne insurance agent of Panned by the committee to be giv- church decorations were autumn shore Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs O. W. CrcaBer and
WANTED—Boy to do chores about
LOST—Flat black pocket book with
Boothbay Harbor was in town Mon- en some time during November
leaves and fall flowers. Only the Mrs.
—
GF
THE
—
' place.
Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE money. Finder please telephone 164
Olive Stone of Thomaston
dav
The young peoples rally of the relatives and intimate friends of the
Office.___
120-122! CAMDEN. Reward.
117*119
at Mrs. Stone's home here
Sanford Hyler who has employ- Christian Endeavor and Baptist contracting parties were in attend- were
i
WANTED
—Position as housekeeper in
THOMASTON
NATIONAL
BANK
Sunday.
J or near Rockland by young woman with
ment in Boothbay Harbor is at home Union at ^enan“ Harbor Saturday ance The wedding march was Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney with
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the close of business Sept. 24, 1930 small child. Write or call G. M . care
To Let
for two wppks
was wel1 attended- From Thomas.on played by Miss Vila Stevenson and
i Fsrrnnd’s. West Meadow road.
Tel.lMr.
and
Mrs.
Ansel
Hilt
of
Warren
Clifton Felt who was
operated Baptist Church went Rev. H. S. Kil- during the ceremony, Mrs. Anna spent Sunday of last week- with
RESOU RCES
I 179-R.
120*122*
TO LET—Garage at 25 MASONIC ST.
Loans and discounts ............
u£n at Knox Hospital for appendi«™aa"d
rendered "O Promise Me."
$219,543 38
....................................................................................
WANTED—Collie or fox terrier pup.
120-122
Ernest Maloney and family at Port Overdrafts
2.937 53
JACK
PERIE,
South
Cushing,
Me.
citis a short time ago came home Wl ma Llbb>’- oll'e Elwell, Collis Tab- and ’I Love You Truly. ’ The ushers ! Clyde.
United States Government securities owned'7.7.7.?.™..............................
TO LET—Ru:,tshed three room apart80.609 09
Sunday He is making a Quick re- butt’ Vernon Packard- Florence Pack- were Charles Cookson of Camden
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned .................."7'7'"’’7’”7”77'7
120*1221 ment. modern conveniences. Apply 6
782.377 09
Harry Wood and
Pearl Coflan
of Banking house. $31,372.52. Furniture and fixtures. $2 830 00
----- -------—WJk
120*122
34,202 52
WANTED Employment as domestic, WII.LOW SX.
coverv
ard' Martha whitehl11- Florence and Manly Ellingwood of Belfast.
e
F/dera> Reserve Bank ........................................................ “
by young girl or to supply by dav
35.642 85
— or
_. I.. TO LET—Five :oom apartment with
Kenneth Fales is attending the whhehill, Verna Watson, Beverly The bride is a very attractive blonde Week's Mills spent the weekend at
hour.
TEL.
695-W.
---------70.236
95
120*122
hath,
all
modern
Apply
LUCIUS
JONES
American LeXConvention inFbos- WeIlman' Dorothy Perry. Lawrence and made a charming picture. She Moss Bar cottage and enjoyed two Outside checks and other cash Items ..77........ 7.77777777777..............
469 75
Camden St. Tel. 639-J.
120-122
WANTED—Housekeeper's position lafj20
_________
American Legion convention
nos Carroll Carolyn Elwell> Evangeline was graduated from the Camden days of deep sea fishing with CapT. Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S Treas
urer ........................................w...............................................
*arnlly’ good home preTO LET Down-stairs rent, furnished
Ferd
Morse
as
pilot.
2,500 00 !
Other
assets
................................
i.°
a
wages,
or
care
of
an
In6r
unfurnished.
All
conveniences.
Rent
Mr .and Mrs. Percy Demmons have Paquin' ™e Federated Church was High School last June. The groom
2 45
I. .,?■ ,na' c bov 9. best references for reasonable.
A W. HUTCHINSON 475
returned from a visit in Machias ^Presented by Rev. Hubert F. Leaeh. is employed in the Avaughn Ames Burt Carter spent several days last
Total
.............................................
.................................................
:
both
of
us.
Call
or
write
to
MRS'.
SITRTF.
,
Old
County
Rd
120*122
$1,228,526 96
Mr Demmons has resumed his duties Donald Anderson and Frank Jacobs. Pharmacy and since coming from week visiting relatives in Augusta.
E. BROWN, 259 Talbot Ave., city. 120*122 .-*•
—a;-------------------------------“ theSand WhSeGrocery ^mden Rockland and Rockport also Belfast to Camden, has made a host Visitors at F. A. Flinton’s last
LIABIL ITIES
wanted—t<Trtriio-------- j------------- -- . TO
—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
wan 1 h.D—Middle aged woman for . MRS. W. S. KEMNISTON. 176 Main Stweek
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyman
Mc

Capital
stock
paid
In
.............
~
...............
50.000 00
housework for man. light work small Tel. 874-W.______________ 120-tf
Comnanv
sent deleSatesi of friends who unite with those of
................................. 7.77777777 7777777.......................................
50.000 09 j pay, but good home. Call at 28 LINDEN
Mr and Mrs. Earl Woodcock have ^ally Day in the Baptist Sunday the bride in extending best wishes Farland of New Harbor; Dr. and Mrs. surplus
Undivided profits—net ......... 777771.77777*..................................
TO LET—Cozy rooms for light house
120*122
37.826 53 j ST., after 5 p. m.
returned from Portland
school brought together 147. The for years of future happiness. Fol- Moulton of Orange. N. J.; Mrs. circulating notes outstanding ....777777777777777771777777177777777777
keeping at 122 Camden St. MRS. FRED
49.280 00
WANTED—All around kitchen woman KENNEY.
George
Cook
and
Mrs.
Fred
Young
Due
to^banks.
Including
certified
and
cashiers
’
checks
outstand120-122
Dr B H Keller has been appoint- ! numbers b-v the Primary and junior , lowing the ceremony an informal re
I also a callable waitress. PARK STREET
60 00 j CAFE AND SEA GRILL
edI physician at the State'p^on
Masses were very entertaining. A tine caption was held. The presents of Friendship: and Mrs. Charles Demand deposits ..7177777777777777.................................................................
120-122
TO LET- Because I am hard to find
171.219 71
—WANTFn_R„—------Tmugs,
---- I my twoJ best furnished apartments are
William Manning who has been at, a’aas ^ceTveri^'ritataniaT5
55”°
&nd beautifu1’ . The Stone and son Charles of Port Clyde. Time deposits ..................... 1.777777777777777 71777777777771 111.......................
870.140 72
spoonk tumb^s;:^^heS^Pir09
^Vn^resLd^f0
IS K
Rev. Mr. Timberlake, pastor of the
work harvesting potatoes in Aroos- ,
XL JrX Lcn baPP-v ™uP'e are enjoying a wedding
Total ............. ..................................
^.^nd.1116^^ pald i2o®?3Jil
Srand malte an
$1,228,526 96
took Ponntv is at hnme
junior to the intermediate grade, also trip. The brides going away gown Advent Church in Friendship, held
James Fales and Stephen Barrv from the Primary to the Junior 6rade.1
a brown ensemble. Mr. and Mrs. services in the Pleasant Point school- State of Maine. County ot Knox, ss
WANTED—Experienced man. 2,". wants! TO LET Ftae space for storage—tTV
swear that
house Sunday, and will be there the ai»™&t»
were down for Hie weekend from The Presentation of diplomas was Decrow will reside in Camden.
chaitce on small poultry farm In Maine STUDLEY. 69 Park St
Tel 1080 V' *’
were down for the weekend from made by thp pastQr Qf thg church
___________
again next Sunday at 2.30 p. m. Mr.
or New Hampshire. Could milk two | 1080
„
University of Maine.
Thg primary program under the diISeaH
SCrlbed
before
me
this
3d
Cashlcr
Timberlake is a most interesting
or three cows, willing to work for small ~'Tr, ,
. r---------- —------------ —
wages
if
given
good
home
and
kind
„„„
LET--A
house
on
Purchase
St..
5
I
Seal
|
CHARLES
M.
STARRETT.
Notary
Public.
"DOING
THE
DISHES
”
speaker.
* * * *
rection of Miss Doherty follows: “Weltreatment. Write E. W. S.. Box 8 Ash! ??? S,om^ldern- Ca!1 at 41 FULTON ST.
Correct—Attest:
Miss Laura Armstrong has gone to come Song,” and "Friendship Song,"
Visitors at A. W. Maloney's Sun
Point.
120-122 i e ' 213-R______________
120-tf
W. O. WASHBURN
Bay Point for the winter.
by the primary department; "Rally
day were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph King
WANTED—By young man. high school nnT|C>iro^„'F,, n Jl d nl'artment. 1 room
-•
F. H. JORDAN
Mrs. Lillian Ronayne has gone to J jjay Greetings," by Lavonne Sawyer; Miss Lawrence, Demonstra and Mr. and Mrs. Willie McLaughgraduate, employment of anv kind. Adot 5 "v?v<'ek' v- F- 3TUDJOHN BROWN
dress
C. D.. 189 Llmerock St., city.
1 LEY 69 Park St. TeL J080.
120-tf
Lewiston on a visit of two weeks.
"His Harvest," Virginia Foster: "Lit----------- ■
Directors
tion Agent, To Show How
119*121
,TO
LET—Three room furnished apartMrs. Rossie Roundy who has been tle Links,” Sally Gray; "Call Io the
WANTED- Work on farm by mnn, i “lent, gas and coal range, toilet $5 week
Time Can Be Saved
visiting her son Harold Roundy in Sunday School Colors," Raymond Anman. experienced. Write CHESTER P V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 1080
Bedford. Mass., is again in the home derson, Everol Elwell, Basil Day. MilCAMPBELL.
Gen. Del.. Rockland.
120-tf
ROCKLAND DIVISION
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra
of Mrs. Luther Clark.
dred Rich; “I Am Glad We Could
119*121
TO LET—Garage, $5 month. V. F
Mrs. Aletha Thompson is suffering Rally/- Leah Tillson, Kathleen An- tion agent, will conduct meetings on
WANTED—To buy a used car from |STUDLEY,
__________ 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 120-tf
some one who wishes to make a big
TO LET -Three room furnished apartfrom an attack of neuritis.
derson; “’Twould Help," Hester Fos- time saving dish washing this week
sacrifice.
Will
pay
cash.
If
car
has
not]
ment.
all modern
__ _ Improvements, $7 50
Mr. and Mrs Howard Hartford of ter; song, Maxine Chapman- "Stay at these places: Hope, Tuesday; Ap
*nd e£Sinp don,t aPPJy tVrek- v- F- STUDLEY.
“st. Tel.
”” ,'69'Park--Dover, N. H„ have been recent i At Homes," Pavson George- “The
Write
A.
B.,
care
The
Courier-Gazette.
1080.
SERVICE GROCER
120-tf
118-120
visitors of her sister Mrs. John Sunday School Fan." Beverlv Kirk- pleton, Wednesday; Simonton, Thurs- '
WANTED—Girl for general housework, or unfurnished.6 K"niid^'cold^'water’
Brown.
J patrick; “Rally Day Offering." Evelyn day; Warren, Friday; East Union,
Inquire 6 TALBOT AVE. Tel. 1285.
electric lights, bath and shower cement
At 4.30 p. m.. Monday, the third Hahn; “Which Kind." Celia Stone- Saturday.
118-120 cellar, set tubs, sunny location. H H
fire alarm for the day sounded. A -The Flowers Rally," Flossie Burn- Time saving dish washing! Doesn't
, WANTED—information in regard to STOVER, 111 Limeroek St. Tel. 1201.
lire in the Partition of the bufld-| ham. The junior program, directed I
an advertisement appearing in this I___________________ _
120-122
ing occupied by the owner, Harold by Mrs. Kilborn: chorus "LoyalMve To tace^hat seenfin^J endTe^s
Min7, 5!IXralnyearS a.go ‘“Wiring for, TO LET-Sunny. well heated doubta
I Miner heirs. Communicate with • B, E.” room.
Board if desired
CAII in? ?
Stetson, as a barber shop and Alden Soldiers;” exercise, "The S. S. Ship; pile of dishes three times a day?
I care The Courier-Gazette.
118-120 Thomaston,
qcslr^- CALL12J?J^
Merrifield as a store and restaurant, captain. Hazel Cook; crew. Leon
we welcome help in this
W ANTED—Second hand cook sieves.
stoves.
TO LET—
—L-aige
Large iront
front room on first
and a tenement occupied by Thomas ! Caler, Lewis Tabbutt, Roland Hahn, Wouldn't
Paying good prices. ROCKLAND FUR-j floor well heated. Board If desired- rea
but sometimes irksome
Robinson, at the comer of Main and Cecil Day, Clarence Long, Joseph necessary
NITURE CO. 'Tel. 427-R,
113-tf 1 sonable price. CALL 105-3 Thomaston.
task?
Beechwoods streets. Damage esti- Cross, Frederick Elwell; story and ex
WANTED—Experienced
120*122
stitchers
at
Dish washing—even though it is
MODERN PANTS CO.
mate at $400 or $500 resulted from hihit of handiwork, “The Good Sa done
118-tf , TO LET—Furnished room Inouire at
365 days in a year and then mul
auto.
40
WI
LLOW
ST
or
Tel,
1089-Y
.
'
!20*125
tire and water.
maritan,'” Dorothy Perry, Ardelle tiplied by three—need not take so
WANTED— To loan money on
household furniture, diamonds, etc. *«*Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis of Little, Marjorie Richards, Barbara much
InTO LET—Three-room furnished aparttime and energy and needn't
terest 3 per cent per month on unpaid ment. first fioor, with basement, lights
Rockport are visiting Mrs. Davis Perry, Isabelle Long; history and ex be taken
balances.
KNOX FINANCE CO
16 water. THOMPSON’S. IS Willow St
for granted that improved
mother. Mrs. Sanford Hyler.
! nibit of
handiwork,
“
The
Ark
of
the
School St., opp. Postofflee.
118-tf
__ _____________________ ____________ 119*121
_ i methods are not satisfactory, savs
A. D. Davis who was injured in an
Brown Harriet TUI-, Miss Edna Cobb. state home man.
—
To LET~Tenement. 6 rooms, all mod
automobile collision Thursday while
ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug
^
elTJ
’
Botb
de
P
art
‘
agement
specialist,
University
u.
For Sale
on his way to Lewiston is suffering
________ Xorc______________ ——____________ 119-tf
FOR SALE— Rich black loam
with bruises and an injury to hti, and
and done
done eveelleniVrT
excellent work, 1’6™118 5'ear Maine' w.ho has seriously studied and
------- also cow
TO LET—Upstairs apartment of 5
dressing.
W.
compared
methods
used
m
various
BUTLER,
Rockland,
■joonis. furnished, toilet and lights good
right shoulder.
Tel. 603-M
120-122 harbor view. Call at 84 CRESCENT ST.
homes.
Miss Edith Keller will appear
119-121
FOR SALE—One doiible geared winch
CAMDEN
' One Penobscot County farm woman
next week with the Jefferson Play
2503
will lift ten ton,•could be used to haul
TO LET—Five room tenement, lights,
Mrs. • Oscar Emery and daughter that by using different method she
ers in “The Lady Lies.”
out boats, and one ten horse power toilet; adults only. Prefer middle aged
The Beta Alpha Club elected the Barbara and Miss Josephine Springer could do in 15 minutes what had
Sol,««
n,?„pMie in good condition. E couple. Inquire ON CHESTNUT ST.
PHILBRiCik. Tel. 393-3 Camden.
Bar Harbor, spent the weekend in previously taken an hour.
________________________ 119*121
following officers at their meeting of
120*123 » TO !lET Tenement 563 Old County
town.
Miss
Lawrence
will
also
attend
4-H
Monday evening; President, Mrs.
FOR SALE—Fine ducks and drakes. road, all modern improvements; also fur
Club
local
contests,
with
Miss
Spearin
The
firemen
were
called
out
Sun

Madeline Spear; vice president. Miss
reasonable if taken at once nished tenement ready to move into,
6 KELLEY LANE, city.
120*It adults only.
Will take board in ex
Helen Studley; secretary, Mrs. Min day night for a bad chimney fire at county club agent, in Hope, Wednes
THREE
CROW
«
,
day
evening,
and
in
Union
Friday
the
residence
of
W.
A.
Kirk
on
High
R. J. MAYHEW. 561
1 FOR SALE— Rabbits. 3 Chinchilla does; change for rent.
nie Newbert; treasurer, Mrs. Amy
Old Countv
Rd.—_______________
119*121
evening.
street.
buck 4 months, old; pair New Zealand----------- ----------_
Tripp.
JX'S
Tieinish Giants (Sthals* Ali?
TO LET--Two
rooms for
riirnhtfied furnished
rooms
Harold Hanscom left on the boat
Whole Mixed Spice
wtg«Elston Luce has sold the Andrew
bredi. MRS. FLORENCE R COWING "",ht housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
Half of Lon Chaney's Estate
Nelson property to Mrs. F/ye, who Saturday night for a short stay in
Jefferson. Me. Box 73.
120-122 > ™ • E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St
Boston.
804-J.
119-tf
has been occupying it.
Of the estate of $500,000 left at his
FOR SALE—Crawford wood-burning i Tel.
■
___________
Mr. and Mrs .Douglas Norwood are death by Lon Chaney, the miracle
stove in good condition. TEL. 538-M.
To LET—Five room house in ThomasTHREE
CROW
Spending a week in Boston.
120‘122 Jon* ^modern with bath. TEL. ThomasJ-Oz.
man of the screen, $275,000 was life
The Crusaders of the Baptist
. ton 13-2.
119*121
Joseph Wilson is home from New insurance money.
FOR
SALE- Oakland
Rival parlor.1--------------- -------------------- ---------------------Cans
Church will meet in the junior room London. Conn., for a visit.
j stove, good condition: also baby enrriage . ^O LET Furnished apartment liv, and stroller. Inquire 49 BREWSTFR
ST.
^room, ■ki^chen. flush closet. ’ shed.
Wednesday from 4 to 5 o’clock to elect
c.rt oi.
,
,
Mrs. Clara” Thorndike has resumed
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
120-12° adults only. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL. 72
offi-rrs for the coming year's work.
Camden St.
her position in the George Achorn Whereas Lucy Peck Spear of Rockland
FOR SALE—Poodle dogs
118*120
MRS. J. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner of store
after a vacation of two weeks. in the County of Knox and State of
THOMPSON 28 Winter St.
SPLENDID
Per
EET—Five room furnished apart
Per
J20*122
South Thomaston were in town Sat
Maine
by
her
mortgage
deed
dated
May
A. F. Achorn has resumed his 17. 1929 and recorded in Knox Registry
FOR SALE
R. I. Red oullets. resdy ! *‘eS?ST lmprovemenu- Inquire at
Pound
urday.
117-tf
to lay Extra good stock, free from disas agent for the American of Deeds in Book 221, Page 210 conveyed
Horticultural
Beans
Can
James Ulmer and family are at position
;
ease.
EDGAR
MOODY.
Tel. 94 Union.
To LET—Hevd-a1 nice rents, all modExpress Company after enjoying a to me the undersigned, a certain parcel
their home on Erin street for a few vacation.
____________________________________ 120-122 STOVER1 g!"dr ia"d “Plumlshed. H. H.
of real estate situated In said Rockland,
together with buildings thereon, bound
FOR SALE-Furniture.
stoves and oiovER, ill Llmerock St. Teh 1201.
days while their house is being
Tonight, at the Comique Theatre, ed and described as follows:—
automobile, also rabbit hound. H P -i-i________________ _________________ 117-122
painted.
Good Luck 5Doi®“
East by land of Kirkpatrick;
NATION
GARDNER. New County road. Rockland.
will be seen in “Born OnthetheSouth
kEJ—Five room furnished apartTlie Thomaston jurors for the No Edmund Lowe
by Grove Street; on the
___ _________________________________120*122 ment. ba.h, hot water heat at 35 Pleas
Wednesday, Ruth Chat- on
West by land now or formerly of John
WIDE
vember term of Superior Court are: Reckless;"
ant
St.
ANNE V. FLINT. 32 Schcwl St
FOR SALE—Lady’s silk plush satin
and Clive Brooks in "Any May; and on the North by land now or
PER CAN
Matthew K. Lineken. grand jury; terton
lined large coat. Wotn only few times. ___ _________________ _________________ 117-tf
formerly of Piilsbury. Same being the
body
’
s
Woman;"
Thursday,
William
Price low. Write for Particulars. CAPT ,-iJ? LET-Tenement of 4 rooms and
Luther A. Clark, James A. Williamson, Powell in “For the Defense;" Friday, hema-tead of chandler E. Peck, from
feL' nw w furnlshcd. w.50 per week.
ALMON W. RICHARDS. Rockport, Me.
which homestead, however, two parcels
NATION-WIDE Each
traverse jury.
of lend have been sold, one to Kirk
"Paramount
on
Parade;
”
Saturday,
_______ ______________________________ 119-tf,
_____________________ ii7*i22
PLAIN or STUFFED
The Ladies' Circle of the Eaptist Ken Maynard in “The Fighting patrick and the other to Atkins both of
FOR SALE—48 R. I. Red pullets, tart- VR^CK
, I“qulre 16 MAV~
which are recorded in Knox Registry of
Church will meet Wednesday Supper Legion.”,
Src!(?iln? 7Lpalr -tecrs and heifer.
oT. or Tel. 99-J.
117-tf
Deeds.
FORMOSA
AUSTIN A. TOWLE. Appleton. Me.
which will be open to the members of
i
LET- Four room apartment with
And Whereas the condition of said
Mr
.and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Weaver
of
Bar
________________
_
_________________
119
’
121
___
_____
bavh.
a;so
another
of
5
rooms
and
the church and society will be served Harbor have returned home after a mortgage has been broken.
Hall Pound
DONOHUE 89 Xk «
FOR SALE—Chevrolet ton truck new ELIZABETH
ELIZABET
at 6 o’clock. The proceeds of the sup visit with Mrs. Weaver's sister, Mrs. Now Therefore by reason of the breach
rear end. new transmission, six gcou’ tires Tgl- 438-J,
of
the
condition
tnereof,
I
t.aun
a
rorePER
—
-------------------------------------------- 116-tf
per will be used towards paying for Willis Pitcher.
HOME BRAND
»b«tt?ry: now b"akes.
Bargain.
closure of said mortgage.
POUND
TO LET Double tenement at 8 Ma
EARLE B. BARRON. 96 Maverick St.
the piano.
sonic
St.
ERNEST
c.
DAVIS.
115*120
l
c
33
i
^
ed
Rockland.
Maine,
October
4,
ORANGE PEKOE
Mrs. J. B. Waterbury left yester
+19*121
Judge George A. Stone and Mrs. day
for
a
visit
in
Boston
and
Chicago.
FOR SALK-Dobeunann Pinscher, pedl- SRNESTC DAVIsn’pm,USe”r.0'iJ3race StRALPH
W
BICKFORD
Stone of Providence, R. I., have
STATE OF MAINE
greed spayed female. 16 months dependAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Hall Pound
At the annual meeting of Amity
been spending a few days with Misses Lodge,
Knox. ss.
Rockland. October 4. 1930
able disposition, trained for house and ■ ~™-------- ------------------------------------- 112-tf
F. & A. M., held on Friday R.taWw
appeared the above named
Ida and Myra Blunt who arc cousins evening,
car. Address D. P„ cate Courier-Gazette.
EET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
there was work in the Fel Ralph W. Bickford, and made oath that
___________________________________ 119-121; h®r apartment of 5 rooms to a responof Judge Stone.
RED
the foregoing notice of foreclosure by
FOR SALE-rox and rabbit bouncS TALBOT AVE^o^lel"'^'^' Ca“ ,at 21
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken motored lowcraft degree and the following him signed Is true.
both sexes. G E. WILSON. St. George I ~It---------Tet 8~RUl-tf
Before me.
Sunday to Skowhegan and spent the officers were electee} to serve the
CAP
road. Thomaston, Me. Tel. 168-13
' r To LET Upper Hat, 12 Cedar St f^
-r
MAaGARET I. CROCKETT
day with their daughter, Mrs. Frances coming .year: Thomas L. French, 79n
!
_______________
L
_________
U£ri2i:
'r'"';
s
v;"'riv
lights.
„
)llet
.
W.*V
0"
120-t-.2o
Justice of the Peace.
,
FOR SALE_Two sprl
- , ■ AAlhbON, 40 North Main lSt. TeL 4-c.„
Friend. Mrs. Lineken will remain for master; Richard Damery, senior
warden;
Henry
T.
Pendleton,
junior
Chester pigs. Mrs H P. BUCHANAN
a week.
108-tf
Mountain St., Camden. tel. 457-11.
LEJ, Pour room tenement electric
Two alarms of fire during the heavy warden; Fred Elwell, treasurer;
Small
Leslie
D.
Ames,
secretary;
A.
B.
118-120
297-r F' TIBBETTS. 148 Union St
wind yesterday morning called the
Cans
FOR SALE—Brand new stroller with ;
________ ________________ 118-tf
department to Elm street to a chim Stevenson, Jr., senior deacon; Dana
Elbow
Macaroni
n?r,'.v,Pr Ces/10' New Companion sewing
LET—Five room tenement
all
B.
Fisher,
junior
deacon;
finance,
ney fire in the Stetson house and to
Inquire6 17’S’sT’ C°at' s?“ AS2 ^BTOT
, ??atheJ“ .exposure.
Robert u. COLLINS, 375 Mata St.
the dump on the shore road near the committee, F. W. Miller, Charles C.
118-120 Tel.
77.
FRANKLIN FARMS
or Spaghetti
FOR SALE—Or trade 12 guns. 3 Parker —-------------------- ----------------------------- 118-tf
lime kiln where a brisk fire was burn Wood, Allie O. Pillsbury; trustee of
charity fund for three years, Charles
lAvistmf d117c "atches.
GEORGE K.
ing.
JAMESON. R. RJJ.. city.
118*120
Tlie members of Gen. Knox Chapter G. Weaver. The installation will be
FOR SALE—Baby carriage in first-class
.eondttlon.
Call
8
Otis
g
S
t
or
fflmw
were guests Monday of Mrs. Jane held the latter part of the month.
Packages
Bantam
Raymond Tibbetts of Boston is the
1181-M118-120
9
Tucker of Wiscasset, who is also a
Miscellaneous
member, at her home. Luncheon was guest of his father. Dr. Samuel Tib
r,P25.SALE^Two P°wer boats, one 28
served and the usual business meet betts.
™nS?
1
’
o
n
On
L
3
c
1
e
n
f
e
t
nt
1
°^
b^?
M
ioi'°
of
CE
ri7n^j
‘,CC is *?erebV 8“en of the
Mrs. Evelyn Heal has returned i
hvdo?°S!it, book numbered 1469
ing followed.
InA d,hby the Thomast°“ Savings Bank
.Tgo^J^-eBnR0WW*8ON-«
Mrs. Inez F. Skolficld returned Sat from Dorchester, Mass., where she
the owner of said book asks for
urday from Montreal where she has has been the guest of her daughter,
FOR
SALE—Hardwood
fitted
514- duplicate In accordance with the proMONAI°
fB?Nlwtat<‘ LaW' GE°RGES NAMrs.
M.
G.
Phinney.
been Hie guest of relatives for a short
fitTert'5' soft wood and
S10:slabs.
flttcd$8:llml
»- lum
BANH„successor to the Thomfitted
also
Mr. and Mrs. H, Joy Potter leave
time.
53* ? Sa'lngs Bank. Thomaston. Maine.
ber.
T.
J.
OARROLL.
Tel.
263-21.
today for a motor trip through
• ♦ # ♦ «
Py L.^,, Levensalgr. Cashier.
120-T-126
118-tf'
MAYHEW'S CIDER MILL at 581 Old
Miss Barbara Elliot returned Sun Maine and Canada.
Ctarinr, SALE~Upright piano. Popular
Clarion range, gas range. 7'2 h. p and Oct "c? IXa? HU1 be I‘eady to mak,> elder
day to Oak Grove Seminary after Anthony Arau of Boston spent the
Oct. 6. Grinding days Mondays, ThursOverland Touring, ’25
tng-fcapr'.C„Tn^odStc^&
Pound
spending the weekend with her par weekend with his mother, Mrs. Min
days and Saturdays..
y ' 1^21
nie
Arau,
Belmont
avenue.
ents. Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot.
Essex Coach, ’25
I?lnTPeri1Ce2S97-^- F- TIBBETTS. 148 Union
JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at
Miss
Helen
Rogers
of
New
York
William Lcnfest, Mr. and Mrs.
the home of R. a. Greene. 38 Beech St
Ford Coach, ’26
etery Tuesday for readings and treatEnoch Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Rob city was the guest of friends in
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sewed In mint
by appointment. TEL, 1186-X
Camden
over
the
weekend.
stove lengths. $1 25 per foot; edgings 10
ert Andrews have gone to Boston to
Willys Knight Sedan, ’24
• • » •
bundles for $1. R s. JORDAN, 6 Ke'ley —I--------------------------117-tf
witness or join in tlie parade of the
lane. Tel. 522-M.
118-tf be rcVpo^Se “fn*1 after thls
Dodge Touring, ’23
Decrow-Bracy
American Legion.
„S.ALEf On2 P|a“°, one bedroom rnc.so c
At the Chestnut Street Eaptist
The Women's Mission Circle will
hold the first meeting of the season Church last Monday evening at 8
118*120
at the home cf Mrs. John Brown, o'clock. Frances Edna Bracey, onlyFOR SALE^MIll wood 4 ft long YfT0' ! and’pHno?0 rMOVING furnltur,
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
ove length.
length $8,
«a fitted
«....7 wood.
.. .f
: niTnl
">■! “
““ .Pmnos. Load wanted
stove
$14oF~thereahnnt*
—Y'* *for
w* Portlant
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday aft Bracey and Elmer Ripley Decrow, 632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Lumber. L. A. PACKARD. R. f.
JfiWElX^TU^Av;-8^'^- W.
Large
Thomaston.
ernoon at 2 o'clock witlx Mrs. Francis only son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
130-121
118-tf '
118*120
Tillson, Meadow road.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses cf all descrin- —------------ --------- ONE FOUND
Can
andAf^X°R ALL. MAK£S OF RANGES
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
George Tuttle who has occupied a
mer cottage :. In fact all kinds of rai
room in the Crawford block as a har
estate. Come and talk over my list if
ness shop for about 20 years, has
3^1^btS°tbUTel.R7O7BERT U'
moved his business to his home on the
Hill-Top Flavor
————_
1 10—tf'
FOR SALE—Two-car garage cim-i n
Meadow road where he has built a
With Each Purchase of
Apply C. O. PERRY__Tel. 487 ’ MC-120
shop.
FOR SALE—Stromberg Carlson radio
Miss Katherine Winn is having a few
ONE POUND
set with’’B” eliminator. "A” Willard UnU ROCK 8Tr
days' respite from her duties as town
I tinn
SpeakcrExcellent cond LADIES—-Reliable stock nf i,„<_
I tlon. May be reen at 54 UNION stpppt
nurse and is visiting her parents in
at the Rockland Ha r Store 24 m g°°ods
Tel. 45-M. Rockland.
ll9J2btf Mall
orders solicited H.^c.2 RHoLffi'
Marlboro, and a sister, Mrs. J. V. Finn
FOR SALE-Wood .“fitted. $14; furnace Tel. 519-J.
in Southboro, Mass. Mrs. Beatrice
Junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2
118-tf
Watts is substituting for Miss Winn
pa«m5T^5uotr?-h^ cott^-8
114-tf hnd estates, up-to-date
cott8during her absence.
garden
spot
of
w
d
±
p
^?P
e
r*y.
ta
the
i
SALE—Hard wooa fitted $14
garden spot 6f Ma in3
Sanford Hyler is on two weeks' va
bscot Bay
L.
F
TOLMAN.
Tel,
233-1
3.
114^125
ORRIN
J.
cation from his work in Boothbay
118-tf
FOR SALE—Used Frigidalre refriceraHarbor.
«eXC$!l?jL,condltlon renl bargain
The report of the town nurse for
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
H Pint
September, which was made to the
Rockland.
114-tf
Nurse Association executive commit
I
FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains in
tee at their regular meeting last Fri
I , summer cottage rented pianos, just used
‘’Fresh from the Gardens”
1 mTf™eason from $5° to $150- terms 1 Electric Washing Machine
day evening, showed about the same
I j THOMAS. PIANO MAN. Camden. 117-tf
YOU
KNOW
THE
OWNER
A
I
NATION-WIDE
STORES
amount of work accomplished as in
In
Packets
and
Individual
Tea-Bags
,
WHEN IN BOSTICT Renumber that you At a Great Sacrifice. Small weekly
806
the month of August, in addition to
can buy copies of Tbc (’oiirier-fiuzctte with payments. Write
........
II. L. m.,
114-tf
' U-e i“«me4 ,,ew27’ at ,he 01,1 s"",h
Auc.icy. Courier-Gazette.
——SB I Washington St., next Old South Church

THOMASTON

Nation
Wide

X

COFFEE
35c

MUSTARD

CRAB MEAT

Jar Rings

BROOMS

Olives 9’
DUZll

WHERE CAN YOU
BEAT THESE
TRADES

All Under
$100.00

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

2O‘

Cocoa

Window Wash
Every Day Milk 5

19

Straight
Macaroni

I8‘

COm

CHIPSO Fl
‘“s"
GRANULES

Peanut Butter Kisses
vr
s™x"iCHx“ s Health Flour -.. 14-

free

SPLENDID

Mince Meat

THREE CROW SODA

Gt»LD MEDAL

Cake Flour

Three Crow L
Cream Tartar jM^If

TEA

45'

^splendid
Syrup

I Fly fox

FOR SALE

J

Every-*

r-Day
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McLOON-McDOUGALL

Lessons In Riding

Two Prominent Families Are

Connected With Engage
ment Announcement

Dr. and Mrs. Curtis Bunker Of
were guests last week for a
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or few days of Mrs. Bunker s brother,
telephone will be gladly received.
Hector Staples and family, Admontelephone — ................ ——... rro tern avenue.
In

addition

to

personal

notee

regarding i

The engagement of Miss Frances
McDougall of Portland to John H.
McLoon of this city was announced
Saturday afternoon at a luncheon
given at the Portland Country Club
by Miss Frances Pennell of Brackett
street and Miss Jeanette Smith of
Portland and Rockland, with a
group of society girls as guests. Miss
McDougall, the daughter of Mr. and
H N McDougall of "West street
is a graduate of the Wavnflete School I
and Abbott Academy. Mr. McLoon
attended the Choate School at Wall
ingford, Ct„ and Bowdoin College.
He is the son of exMayor and Mrs. A.
C. McLoon and is associated with his
father in the firm of A. C. McLoon Xi
Co. While no date for tlie marriage
has been announced, it is interesting
to note that Rockland is to be the
home of the young couple.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
Through a fortunate purchase we are able to offer to our

trade another lot of Antique Filet Laces at marvelously low
Mrs. Nancy Farrand Hall is visit- Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee of Belfast,
prices. 1 hese are all first class goods and much in demand.
ing her nephew, Frank A. Farrand, j who has many friends in Rockland,
West Meadow road.
| is leaving tomorrow for New York
Hand Made Russian Lace; also a few of Tuscanv make.
-----i where
on Saturday she will sail in
1
Capt. Maurice Sullivan and bride company of Miss Margaret Hazelof Boston were visitors in the city ; tine, also of Belfast, on the Panama
Sunday and yesterday, having just Mail Steamship Guatemala for Los
I 2xl 8 Russian Oblong; each
.20
come from a honeymoon trip into Angeles, for a six weeks’ visit. The
Canada
trlp is being made via the Panama
I 2xl 8 Mercerized Oblong; each,
.25
___
! Canal, returning by rail.
Miss Ada Simmons has returned Miss Helen McBride is having her
36x36 Russian Square; each,
1.25
from a ten, days’ visit in Boston.
[annual vacation from the Blaisdell
45x45 Russian Square; each,
1.75
i coal office.
Miss Margaret Johnson spent the
weekend with a Farmington class
54x54 Russian Square; each,
2.25
At the meeting of the Congrega
♦ ♦ ♦ •
mate in Orono.
tional Women’s Association Wednes Tlie Portland Sunday Telegram I
day many activities for the season
Chairbacks Russian; each,
.15
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence left i were discussed. One of the first will carried this story:
Fe.’. affairs have recently ocea-!
yesterday for Cocoanut Grove, Fla., be a rummage sale early in Novem
Chairbacks Mercerize; each,
.38
where they will again spend the win ber. Relief sewing begins tomorrow sioned such interest and such a
ter, making the journey as usual by afternoon, with Mrs. Kennedy Crane pleasant stir of excitement as did the |
3.50
72x90 Bed Spreads (Russian 1; each,
motor-car.
in charge. The first circle supper party to announce the engagement
♦ v
of one of Portland"s best known j
will be held Oct. 15.
society girls, Miss Frances McDougall,
72xlC8 Bed Spreads ('Russian); each,
5.95
Jack J. Hartley, Mrs. Mildred Mav
at the Portland Country Club
Lessons Given in Riding—English Style
and Mrs. Frank Tirrell Jr., arrived The Auxiliary of Sons of Union given
The hostesses were inti
72x90 Mercerized; each,
5.00
Saturday from a week's motor trip Veterans is to have a picnic at the Saturday.
For particulars Telephone Union I 1-2; write or call.
friends of the fiancee. Miss I
to New York, returning home over home of Mrs. Melinda Oxton, West mate
Cole Pennell of Brackett
the Mohawk Trail.
Rockport, Wednesday. Members are Frances
street and Miss Jeannette Smith ef
----i asked to bring dishes, including bowl,
Russian Scarfs
Tuscany Scarfs
Supper will be served by the Uni- (and si!ve,r' and to be at the Grand Rockland.
At a charmingly decorated lunch- |
18x36,
.38
18x36,
.75
versalist ladies tomorrow at 6 in the Army hall at 1 o clock where trans eon table, pink roses and blue del
vestry, with Mrs. Anne Haskell as I portatlon wil1 be provided. ,
South Hope, Maine
phinium gave the color note. Bridge
18x45,
.50
18x45,
•
1.25
chairman.
118-120
Chapin Class meets tonight at the followed the luncheon and here, on !
18x54,
’
.65
18x54,
1.75
home
of Mrs. Carrie Palmer, Pleas- the card tables were found matches |
Mrs. A. J. Murray entertained the
artistic hues upon which were en
18x72,
.85
18x72,
Scwing Club and guests Thursday , ?n? strlct: Members are requested to in
2.25
graved the names of Miss McDougall
evening at her home on Talbot ave- ' brlng their sewing.
and John Haines McLoon. thus |
nue.
_
----.
i The Boston Sunday Herald carried divulging to the smart young com- I
present the delightful and in
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from a picture °f a handsome horse with pany
Old Town over the weekend
a handsome rider, with the line be teresting news.
Mr. McLoon is the son of Mr. and j
neath reading: "Mrs. Grafton Smith
Mrs.
Albert C. McLoon of Rockland. (
(Janice
Vaughan)
out
for
a
morning
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Thurston en
attended Choate School in Wall- I
may have discovered America
tertained Granville Poole of Camden canter with members of the Myopia He
ingford, Conn., and Bowdoin College
The Universalist folks are not quite
Sunday as an observance of his 72d Hunt Club.”
and was a member of the Sigma Nu. SQ frjvolous as would seem from an
birthday.
RUTArthur K. Orne is in Dexter for a He belongs to the Forty Club of jtem in another newspaper, which
READY-YES-WE-ARE-READY
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Coffin of Ban few days, acting as assistant in Rockland and is in business with his j says that they are to hold their first !
75,000 Women have discovered
gor and Mr. and Mrs. Elton Twaddell structor in mathematics at the Was- father in the A. C. McLoon Co., j "CircUs” supper of the season Wednes- (
Penobscot Fisheries.
day night.
TO
and son Bobby of Portsmouth, N. H., sookeag School.
Miss McDougall, as is well known.
___
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
SILENT GLOW
„
,
tonieht for
The ladies of St. Peter’s Episcopal is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Freeman Young, Main street.
Church are giving a harvest bridge Nelson McDougall of West street and Montclalr N j and‘ wm be met in
SILENT GLOW has made a "Wow”
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Babbidge and (public) next Monday evening at she is a graduate of the, Waynflete Boston by Mr Bird she was ac_
Schooi and Abbott Academy in
panied as far as the !atter City j
sons
Charles and Frank -and Mrs. C. Grand Army hall.
of a New Discovery—
Andover, Mass. She has been promip mother, Mrs. H Q Gurdy.
M. Havener motored Sunday to Au
’
ALL KINDS OF
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison was nent in the affairs of the young *
The New Super Heater i
gusta where they made a tour of the
hostess to the Thursday Auction Club social set and a loader in many inter- i Miss Doris Coitart was at home
State House.
esting activities, including those of I from Gorham for the weekend.
with cards and luncheon.
Ask about it for Your Cook Stove
the Portland Junior League of which
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven
The adult choir of St. Peter’s was she is..a member. She spent the past
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Misses Ruth Coitart and Alice
entertained at the Thomas Foley cot summer in Europe where she trav ’ Lymeburner are in Boston and will
Charles Schofield.
Distributed by A. T. Norwood, Warren
tage, Crescent Beach Sunday after- eled with the National Student Fed return Oct. 13.
eration Association. It is probable
Mr. and Mrs^, E. F. Glover were at noon’ with picnic suppcrCALL
that the wedding of Miss McDougall ] The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
Rangeley over the weekend.
----DEALERS
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook, Mrs. and Mr. McLoon will be an event of Memorial Church will meet in the
E. J. DAVIS, Rockland. Tel. 848
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peterson, Fred Veazie, Mrs. Harry Brown and ' n&t June. ..................
, vestry Wednesday afternoon for tackGuests at the luncheon were the ing and other sewing.
Mrs. Clarence Shaw and Miss Carrie Miss Elizabeth Knight left by motor
E. E. STUDLEY, Thomaston
Fields
and
Nelson
B.
Cobb
left
by
mol,lis
m
orning
for
Boston
where
they
Misses
Leila
Bancroft,
Helen
Spear,
PAYSON-NASH CO., East Union
will spend the week. Miss Alberta I Ruth Kilborn, Caroline Blanchard.
tor Sunday for Boston.
Parker Norcross was hos^ss
ABBOTT'S GARAGE, Union
Knight leaves by boat tonight to join ; Edith Schlosberg, Eleanor Webster, to Mrs.
the Monday Night Club last eve
Rebecca Gardiner. Elizabeth Beyer,
S. II. WESTON Sc SON, Waldoboro
Mrs. Ralph Hanscom was hostess to her sister.
Camden 370-11 or Sea View Garage, Rockland
----Esther Kelley, Mrs. Donald Taylor. ning.
the Monday Club yesterday after
DEALER WANTED, Camden
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Nichols
had
as
1
5^s. John E. Palmer, Mrs. Merrill
noon.
L. A. MARSON CO., Boothbay Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Staples are in
weekend guest Mrs. Nichols' sister, 1 A? Hav, Mrs. Dwight Rumery, Miss
"All Is Well If You Heat With Shell”
The first meeting of the Rubinstein Miss Elda Lermond, of Kennebunk- ‘ PPnnell, Miss Smith and Miss Mc- Boston for the week, to attend the
National American Legion conven
120-122
119-lt
Club for the season takes place Fri port. Mrs. Nichols and daughter Douga'.l.
Miss Jeannette Smith, one of the tion.
day afternoon in'*the Congregational Ruth accompanied Miss Lermond
----vestry at 2.15, when a miscellaneous home Sunday for a few days’ visit. , hostesses, is a well known Rockland
----girl and she is now assistant dietitian
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer and Mr.
program will be presented under the |
Prof, and Mrs. Harry D. Watson at the Maine General Hospital. She and Mrs. Henry C. Chatto are on a
direction of the program committee.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A feature of the season’s work is in aPd son Ricbard of Orono were week- graduated from Lasell Seminary.
motor trip to Quebec and Montreal.
be an overture on each program, that |end guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
The felicitations of many friends
----Snappy Stories!
of Friday being “The Merry Wives of ! ®^one> Pleasant street.
throughout Maine will be extended
Miss Annie Dean entertained two
on your
Red Hot Rhythm!
to this young engaged couple.
Windsor.” played as a piano duet by
tables of bridge at Mr. Britto's cot
Mrs. Alice Marriner of the local
Mrs. Faith G. Berry and Mrs. Nettie
tage. Megunticook Lake, Friday eveBlazing Beauty!
wlepiione office is in Belfast substiMr. and Mrs. Austin Sherman and ning. Honors were won by Miss Irene
Averill.
tuting for Miss Smalley who is on her two children. Mrs. Sherman's mother, Weymouth and Cecil Witham. Other
EVER before 4 picturc like this
Call 986-J and I will call on you with samples;
Sanford Tavlor is very ill at his annual vacation.
Mrs, D. H. Weed; Mrs. Weed's niece, players were Misses Elizabeth Dun. . . Daring in conception .,,
meat The Highlands.
I
“
Mrs. C. E. Guy and daughter of can, Bessie Hunter, Robert Burns,
measure, deliver and Guarantee to Fit
amazing in execution... all-Tcchni*
----I h k#
,rSJAlm°" Young and Mr' Camden stre€t- motored to Little Deer Arnold Nelson and Buster Peterson.
Miss Doris Coitart. a student at and rS'»L ° • 'Jameson are attend- Isie Sunday and on return were ac- Refreshments were served with ice
color scenes of bizarre beauty ...
Gorham Normal School, spent the ingthe American Legion convention companied by Mrs. Sadie Eaton, who cream made up into card shapes. The
C. A. HAMILTON
Intimate, spicy comedy . . . Music
weekend with her parents. Mr. and [ln Boston today.
is to make an extended visit with her cottage was very prettily decorated in
never before equalled .. . Red-hot
TEL. 98G-J
29 CHESTNUT STREET
ROCKLAND
.Mrs. George Coitart, Camden street. 1
----sisters, Mrs. Weed and Mrs. Asenath card colors, also red berries and au
120-121
song hits ... JOHN BOLES singing
___
! William Murch of Livermore Falls Achorn, Lindsey street.
tumn leaves.
"Song of the Dawn" and "Monte*
Henry Marsh. Clifford Ladd and *’as in ‘be city last week visiting relaAtwood Levensaler were home from 1 ‘lves while enroute to his former
rey"..JEANIE LANG, the screen's
the University of Maine for the week- i home in Vinalhaven.
WEDNESDAY
newest sensation—the girl with the
'Pnd'
----"come-hither"eyes, crooning "I'd
Something New—
___
Dr. Emery Howard and the Red
Like To Do Things For You" and
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union ! ^Foss nurse’ Miss Steele, were at the
Something Thrilling—
"Ragamuffin Ropteo"... JEANETTE
Veterans is sponsoring a bridge party \ ”'arran street school Monday exat Grand Army hall this evening, j amming the teeth of the children.
LOFF and scores of others offering
with Mrs. Anastasia Harmon as '
..
~
,
the brand of entertainment you get
I Mrs. Homer E. Robinson enter
hostess.
in New York only for $16.50 a
tained at luncheon and bridge at the
With
... including the first dram*
The Browne Club is to picnic witli Country Club yesterday afternoon.
BASIL RATHBONE, KAY JOHNSON
Miss Chrystoi Cameron at her Holi
A. P. Blaisdell and son Charles
Rhapsody
day Beach cottage tomorrow evening.
A story of two spies, one a man, the other a woman.
Each member is asked to take a box leave next Monday on an extended
Two
who
should
be
enemies,
but
—
lunch. If it should be stormy, the motor trip, in the course of which
_____ __________________________________ »_______
they will swing around the Southernpicnic will be held Friday evening.
circle onto the Pacific Coast. They
THURSDAY
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Lane and will carry a camping outfit.
ON THE SCREEN
granddaughter, Naomi Jackson re
Albert C. McIntosh has been in
turned Saturday night from a fort
JEANIE
SUE CARROLL
night’s visit in Boston and vicinity. Portland, called by the illness of his
LANG
brother,
Charles.
They were accompanied home by Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Price of Somerville.
ARTHUR LAKE
Mrs. Price was formerly Hazel
The first meeting for the season
IN
Erskine of Rockland. .
of Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. was
held Monday afternoon at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Warren P. Doughty of Mrs. Suella Sheldon, regent, with
of Albany, N. Y. motored to Rock Mrs. Mary Cooper as assisting hostess.
land Saturday as an observance of Mrs. Sheldon gave a report of the
A delightful story of Rumble Seat Romances
their 25th wedding anniversary. advisory board meeting at Kingfield,
ON THE STAGE
They were guests of Mrs. Doughty’s and Mrs. Irene Moran reported the
,f=v»
sister, Mrs. Annie Webber, going from annual State field day at Brunswick,
FIVE ACTS RKO VAUDEVILLE
here to Gray to visit Mr. Doughty's \ Mrs. Lucie Walsh read a letter by
mother; thence to North Conway. Lydia Wixson, a real Daughter of the
AL AND ANN STRYKER
N. H„ to visit Mrs. Doughty's brother, American Revolution, written when
Charles Perry.
she was 91, giving recollections of her
"Vaudeville Capers”
father. John Rollins, who was in Col.
LEW RICE
Mr .and Mrs. Raymond L. Ander Sherburne’s regiment and was Wash
son who were called to Criehaven by ington’s bodyguard. Through the
“Why Girls Leave Home”
x
the death of Mr. Anderson's mother, courtesy of Mrs. Walsh this letter is
to be placed in the State archives in
returned home Friday evening.
AND HIS BAND
DISARRO REVUE
the name of Lady Knox Chapter.
With
“Band Box Revue”
Rev.
W.
S.
Rounds
gave
an
address
Princess Rospfgliosi. former wife of
,
4N BOLES «*SON<? OF THE DAWN * N(JM6CK
on
religious
conditions
of
the
Revolu

the late Gov. Frederick II. Parkhurst
JOHN BOLES,
LAURA LaPLANTE
SHAW SISTERS & HOLMES
OF JA7.Z,*
WHITEMAN
of Bangor died recently in Milan, tionary period as compared with the
<* VHlvetSAI. SUfi£A-rQODvcr,OH
JEANETT
LC7F
present
day.
Italy, and has been buried in the
MAYO & GOULD
ALSO
A cast of the greatest comedy stars as a comedian in person. One of thp family lot at Pisa. The late Col.
•
’’Just For Fun”
Rummage sale Tuesday Oct. 14,
Comedy
Featurette
from the stage and screen appear in , sketches was especially written as a Parkhurst met Miss Reid when he
was attending Columbia Law School at G.A.R. hall, 9 to 5, under the aus
hilarious
comedy
sketches
of
'
vchicle
for
his
comed
y
talePts
the
TODAY
“
Confounded
Interest
”
“Zampa”
Laura La Plante has long been one in Washington and they were mar pices of the D.A.R'—adv. 120-122
“King of Jazz, starring Pai.l White- | of
favorite comediennes of the ried soon after his completion of his
•
“GOOD NEWS”
man and his band which comes to picture world, and all the other screen studies and admission to the Penob
NOW PLAYING
the Strand Theatre Wednesday and j stars in the comedy sketches are fa- scot Bar, some 35 years ago. Mrs.
BESSIE LOVE, STANLEY SMITH
“HOLIDAY”
Thursday
vorites. John Murray Anderson, the Parkhurst became one of the fore
,
I famous New York producer who came most social leaders of Bangor, at
with
Coining: Charles “Buddy” Rogers in “Heads Up’
There are six of these sketches
universal especially to direct “King tracting much attention and admira
in the revue, all photographed in of Jass," tool: particular pains to tion by reason of her remarkable The skin of youth lies In every box of
ANN HARDING
Coming: Milton Sills in “The Sea Wolf”
Technicolor and recorded in all- provide material especially suitable' to beauty. One of the noted social new wonderful MELLO-GLO Face
Movietone just as are the colorful a“ the personalities which appear in events in Bangor after her marriage Powder. The purest powder made—
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
song specialties and the musical ;the comed? scenes.-adv.
was the entertaining of the Chinese Its color Is passed by the U. S. Gov- 1
ernment. No pastiness, flakiness or I
minister
then
representing
his
coun

Shows
At
One of the
spretaede numbers, Thus specialties
Home of
A new French process
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Continuous service of steaks and try at the national capital. After irritation.
Publix
are blended with spectacle, and chops and supper specials are now Col. Parkhurst had secured a divorce makes it spread more smoothly and
Paramount
Teleplune 892
Continuous Show
Theatres
Pictures
comedy with both.
] featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The from his wife, she went to Europe prevents large pores. No more shiny
•
Saturday
Tel. 409
“King of Jazz" is Whiteman's debut luncheon idea in connection with the and there met Prince Guiseppe noses—it stays on longer. Use MELOne of the Publix Theatres
on the screen, both as the world's ' ice cream parlors has met with high Rospigliosia member of the reigning LO-GLO. Corner Drug Store and all
other good stores.
1
family of Italy.
most famous maestro of music and favor.
109-tf

J. G. GATH

Columbus

Deliver in Knox County

SHELL FUEL OIL

George H. Thomas
Fuel Company

1 Can Save You 10 Percent

FALL SUIT OR OVERCOAT

N

“This Mad World”

“She’s My Weakness”

KING°'JAZZ
uRAUL WHITEMAN

Makes You Look
Years Younger

't
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PIRATES WIN AGAIN

^SOLDIERS and SAILORS
• •<-4>4-+4-*****<">**->4>******4-*****+*+4"F4*+++++++++'M-4
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER

SOME VITAL TOPICS i THE WET-DRY SCRAP
Highway Commission, State'Former Expected To Make

But It Took Ten Innings To
Put the Cubs In their
Cage For Keeps

Police and Traffic Law, In
the Public Eye

Slight But Definite Gain

In Congress

Dick Perry won his sixth straight

Cireulatinq
Heater

It will cause no surprise if the A definite though slight gain for the
Highway Commission provides the wet forces in the new Congress which
big noise at the 1931 session of the the November elections will send to
Legislature, exactly as it did in 192" Washington is indicated in a careful
and 1929. Just what form the show survey of the pre-election situation by
will be staged In Is not easy to say. ‘ Time, the Newsmagazine."
but it is common knowledge that This gain is ascribed in part to the
those who back Commissioner new groundswell of wet sentiment first
Charles Murray in the other fights discernible last winter and in part to
have never been satisfied with the the pronouncements of Ambassador
result. There have been constant Dwight Whitney Morrow, which add
hints that the end was not yet and ed respectability to the wet cause. As
that the coming session would see a a result, continues the weekly, the re
positive move to upset the present cent primaries foreshadow changes
at election time which may bring the
commission's apple cart.
Many in the eastern part of the 72d Congress a little closer to the
State, find it difficult to reconcile known state of public opinion. Al
the sensational charges made by the though drys in the Senate gained by
Federal Bureau of Roads in 1929 thc substitution of Wallace White for
'44 «l
against Highway Commission's per- ' Ar‘hur ?°uld as Maine s Senator and
sonnel, those against the contractors a'though dry strength will probably
3|
and. in 1930. settling with these
fl4rth” increased by the election
same contractors, because there had
a dry Republican over a sitting wet
been nothing wrong. They do not Democrat Iowa, wets will lose none
hesitate to say that it is strange how
Pre®en‘ stren£h “‘he rewith a shot to right sending Annls a condition which was so terrible in sljlt
contests in Kentucky and
March
and
April
1929
could
be
okay
!
f
Virgin
a, where) drys are sure
across
with
the
winning
marker.
The
[Fifteenth Installment]
score:
in
the
summer
of
1930;
they
Intimate
shiners
or
in New Hampshire. Ne*•
SU1
SMITH. WILLIAM. He entered the service as lieutenant in Capt.
Cobs
that they want to know and that at braska, Pennsylvania, South Dakota
Nicholas Crosbv’s company. Col. Samuel McCobb s regiment Aug. 2.
ab r bh po a e the coming session of the legislature
If .t....... 3s 1110 0 ..
„
stand a middling good chance to gam
1777. The certificate on the roll, sworn to at Penobscot, certified that J. Fifield, ...............
are got‘G and ftnd out. , lp IUinols Montana. Massachusetts.
Curry, ss .............. 3 112 3 1 they
A heater to your home.
The
most
concrete
hint
is
that
the company was raised for expedition against St. John s river, N_. S., for j R pi^eld p
5 1 3 0 5 0
there will be introduced a bill ereh
’D1
' Colorado,
A year to pay the
the term of six months, and was in readiness to enter on said service until pr0St jb .............. 4 0 0 13 0 0
ating a new commission and revamp- | yn thp prpspnt SpMtp
discharge, Sept. 4, 1777. He also saw service as 2d lieutenant. Capt. F. Fifield, c ........... 5 0 0 6 3 0
balance
ing its authority. \Vhile no definitt is.
75 wetg
weaslers. 3.
Nicholas Crosbv’s company. Col. John Allen’s regiment, from Oct. 7. Williams 3b ........ 5 0 2 4 1 1 statement is made it is hinted tha Thp sUn
of
thp
npxt
Sp
Engelson. rf ......... 5 0 2 0 0 0
1777, to Dec. 31. 1777. The regimen] was raised for the defense of Helein,
Rs {oUows. Maximum drys g2.
2b ............ 4 0 0 2 2 0 the proposed measure Ji^rnake the
Machias. On April 29, 17S0, a William Smith enlisted as a private in Chaples, cf ........... 4 0 0 0 0 0 commission supreme in the matter minimum drys. 66; maximum wets,
of highway work: that it will not be 30; minimum wets 14
Capt. Thomas Bragdon’s company, Lieut. Col. Joseph Prime s regiment,
38 3 9*28 14 3 required to have the approval of the | A switch of seven ..referendum"
and was discharged Dec. 5, 1780.' Service was under Brig. Gen. Wads
Executive council before ‘can do a drys , Montana's Walsh. Washington's
Pirates
worth at the Eastward. The company was reported as having marched to
ab r bh po a e job of work, also that the method Jones and D1j] Nevada’s Oddie.
Special price for Circu
of charging certain expenses of other North Carolina.s overman. North
Freeman, ss ......... 5
Thomaston.
lating Cabinet heater
departments
to
the
highway
departD
a
^
otas
Nye,
Texas'
Sheppard)
Winchenbach, lb .. 4
STERLING, JOSIAH. He served as a private in Capt. Benjamin Starr, 3b .............. 4
ment will be eliminated, that what- wouid run [be tip-top wet strength
illustrated. This will
ever work is charged to the expenses. up to: probable number of drys, 73;
Plummer’s company, stationed at St. Georges for the defense of the sea Ca. Mosher, 2b...... 5
heat several rooms.
Annis, cf .............. 5
of the commission will be done under > probabie number of wets 21 • Weascoast, from Feb. 4, 1776, to Dec. 10. 1776.
its direction.
j [ers 2.
Cl. Mosher, c, rf.... 4
Smaller sizes as low as
x * .* * *
.
.
J Turning to the House voluntary
4
STONE, JOHN. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Jonathan Raye, If ............
$35.
This aims at the present systemof fiip.fjops by dry members or their deAndrew’s company, Col. Joseph Prime’s rigement, under Brig. Gen. Perry, p .............. - 4
registration of motor vehicles. The feat ln the primaries have already
Pendleton, rf ___ 3
Wadsworth at thc Eastward, and served from May 8, 1780, to Oct. 9, Tripp, c ................ 2
work is all done as a part of the job materially augmented the wets
1780. Thc roll was sworn to in York County and certified at Thomaston.
of the Secretary of State, but the, strength. If the wets succeed In re
40 4 11 30 12 4 expense Is charged to the highway tabling in the November election evSTOVER, CHRISTOPHER. He enlisted Jan. 1, 1776, at Harps
• One out when winning run department. The theory of this has ery seat they now hold, their winnings
HEAT YOUR ROOMS AT THE SMALL FUEL COST MADE POSSIBLE BY
been that it was proper because the (in the primaries will assure them a
well as a private in Capt. Wilde's company, Col, Phinnev s Massachu scored.
money
received
from
this
source
(
vote
of
109
members
exclusive
of
any
Cubs
...........
000200100
0
—
3
setts regiment, Continental line, serving eleven months, when he went
THESE CIRCULATING HEATERS!
Pirates ........ 100020000 1—4 went Into the highway fund. Those fresh victories in the election itself,
home on a furlough on condition that he enlist again for three years. On
These new heaters give a uniform circulation of warm air throughout the rooms of
Two-base hit, Winchenbach. Three- who talk of the new idea say that is wet winnings to date are as follows:
Jan. 1, 1777, he enlisted, as promised, in Capt. Daniel Merrill s company. base hit. Starr. Sacrifice hit. Cl. Mo all fine, but the work should not be Wisconsin, 3; Illniois, 1; Massachuyour house. Because of carefully planned construction, they give a maximum
Col. Samuel McCobb's Massachusetts regiment. Continental line, and sher. Stolen bases. Pendleton, Annis in the Secretary of State's depart- setts, 1; Michigan. 2; New York. 5;
amount
of heat from a moderate amount of fuel. Beautifully designed and fin
served the whole three tears in Capt Merrill’s ™m^n>’£Cn’J^n’{S Starr, ^Mosh^nd Wnchtnbach ment, but should be handled by the Ohio. 1; Pennsylvania. 1; WashingHighway Commission.
. ton, 1; Nebraska, 1; New Jersey, 1;
ished
in
walnut they add to the attractiveness of any room. Make your heating
brigade. Mr. Stover was in the battles resulting in the surrender ot Struck out, by Fifield 5, by Perry 8.
The State Highway Police will Tennessee, 1; Connecticut, 1. The dry
Rurgoyne’s army at Saratoga. He died at Appleton, Sept. 8, 1828, leaving Bases on balls, off Fifield 5, off Perry come under the same provision, if majority in the House starts with 150
easy! See these heaters today!
5. Umpire, Swift.
the plan now being talked over east votes from Southern and mid-West
a widow, Catherine.
Other Heaters $35, $69, $85, $95, $125, $150.
goes through.
| states where for a representative to
At the present time the police are go wet prematurely is political suiSWEETLAN D, JAMES. He served as a private in Capt. Beniamin
SENATOR SAYS YES
an independent force so far as the cide. The probable reelection of dry
Plummer’s company, stationed at St. Georges for the defense of the sea
Highway Commission is concerned j sitting members who get safely
coast, from Feb. 4, 1776, to Dec. 10, 1776.
Thomas W. Hardwick of The commission has nothing to say 1 through the primaries will run their
' Mr, Sweetland married Hannah, one of the five daughters of Rev.
Georges Endorses the Use as to what the officers shall do or voting strength up to 285.
Robert Rutherford, a Presbyterian minister and the first one of that faith
shall not do, yet the costs of the Present wet-dry strength In the
force are charged to the highway House is: Drys. 317; wets, 98; weas
of Sargon
to preach in Maine. Mr. Rutherford purchased lots, 56, 57,and 58 situ
fund. This upon the theory that the lers. 30. Probable wet-dry strength
ated on the western side of St. Georges river, each containing 100 acres,
work is done upon the State high of the next House as given will be:
Sargon
Is
rapidly
becoming
a
Irom Gen. Samuel Waldo of Boston, grandfather of the wife of Gen.
household word throughout Canada ways. therefore should be settled for Drys. 285; wets, 109; contests, 24;
Henry Knox, Jan. 26, 1743. These lots are on the road leading to and the United States. Thousands of out of the funds of that department. weaslers, 17.
Hathorn’s point, lying between the Oliver Kerby farm on the north and grateful men and women from all Those who are talking of the new
ROCKLAND
RICE FOR WILD DUCKS
283 MAIN STREET
the Hathorn farm on the south. I he middle lot, known as the 1 avlor walks of life have been lifted out of measure say that It is all right that
way,
but
being
so
the
commission
the
throes
of
lost
vitality,
suffering,
place, is now owned by William L. McNamara of Bangor, formerly of
should have control of the police. If Seeds Brought From Minnesota To
misery and 111 health by its use.
Thomaston, and occupied by him as a summer home. Mrs. Sweetland s
Be Planted In Maine Waters.—
In relating hls experience with thi' it is not to be that way then the po
Hatchery Inspection
first husband was a McFarland. Mr. Sweetland died in Cushing, Sept. famous medicine former United lice 6hould be a definite, distinct
Commissioner Stobie of the In the wardens. The seeds will be him and approved the entire pro -1 A scientist says women can resist
30, 1804, at the age of 63 years. His wife died March, 1820, aged 79, States Senator Thomas W. Hard body operating as such and having
wick, who served hls state for sLx its accounts separate from the high land Game and Fisheries Depart- planted in muddy bottoms having gram of the Department. O'Malley more heat than men, which may
and is buried in Pleasant Point cemetery.
ment announcedthat the firstship- from six to 12 inches of water to promised, Stobie said, to bring a explain why they seem to win most
years in the Upper House of Con way commission.
ment of wild rice to boplanted in cover them. The seeds were bought hatchery expert and a fishways en-of the heated arguments.—Minnegress,
and
who
was
later
elected
Gov

It
is
true
that
this
connection
is
THORNDIKE, JOSHUA, CAPTAIN. He enlisted immediately
ernor of Georgia, said.:
merely a bookkeeping one at this many parts of Maine for the pur- from the HamiltonAquatic Farms of gineer to Maine next spring, at which apolis Star
after thc battle of Bunker Hill, at first for six months and then for three
time all the hatcheries and fish“I had lost most of my old-time time, for there is a special appro pose of attracting wild ducks has Minnesota.
Commissioner Stobie said that ways in the State will be inspected. We talk too much. We see too
years, joining the army at Cambridge. Subsequently engaging on board a energy and both mental and physical priation made by the Legislature for arrived.
The shipment will be distributed Commissioner O'Malley of the United Work at the Cherryfleld hatchery much. Wc listen too much. We
privateer fitted out at Falmouth, he was soon captured by the British sloop fatigue came more quickly than for the support of the State police, so
for planting on grounds selected by 1 States Bureau of Fisheries visited started last Monday.
rush about too much.—W. M. Childs.
Albany, and detained a prisoner on board for nine months. The sloop merly. Constipation especially had that none of its costs are taken
troubled me for the past ten years
afterwards foundered on the Triangles, a part of the Mussel Ridge Group and I had become accustomed to from the highway fund. Its expen
diture is done, merely, as a part of
and a short distance north of Little Green island.
dosing myself with some physic or the highway commission appropria
Capt. Thorndike was born March 12, 1755, and died Dec. 2, 1824, and laxative every few days. My appetite tion.
It would not be surprising if there
is buried on the ohn Foster farm, South Thomaston. He lived for a short was not keen and my meals did not
seem to agree with me as they should.
time on Metinic island but most of his life was spent at St. George. On Sometimes I would feel positivel;’ was an effort to standardize the
traffic laws of the State. At the
Aug. 23, 1780, he married Hannah Nutting, a daughter of Jonathan wretched for days at a time. Sargon present time drivers of motor cars
was highly recommended to me and are often confused as to their rights
Nutring of Cushing. She was horn June 21, 1764; died Jan. 12, 1852.
I decided to try it.
where traffic lights are concerned.
The following children were born to Joshua and Hannah Thorndike:
“The medicine helped me from thp
• • • •
1. Bethiah, horn May 23, 1781 ; married first, Capt. William Keating, very first. It gave me a splendid
The
right
hand
turn on a red light
Feb. 19, 1800. He resided at South Thomaston, and died at Havana, of appetite. I don't know when I have is one of the things which has most
283 Main Street
vellow fever. Her second husband was Thomas Martin of St. Georg®, enjoyed my meals more than I do drivers guessing when in a strange
Rockland
now. I eat with more relish and ex city. The rule of one’s home city!
who later in life resided in South Thomaston.
perience no ill or uncomfortable may be wrong in the other place. A
2. Capt. Joshua. 2d, born April 3, 1787; married Susan Keating, a after-effects whatever. Naturally my
daughter of Dea. Richard Keating, March 19, 1812. She was born Feb. capacity for work has Increased, I feeling has steadily grown that there ‘
feel more efficient. I have more should be something done about this. I
22, 1794; died March 21, 1863..
energy. In fact, I feel that I am In In Portland there are two or more
3. Hannah, born July 16, 1789; married Capt. Robert Snow, 2d. He better health than It has been my points where a right hand turn is
was born in I78S; died Aug. 28, 1848.
pleasure to enjoy In many years, but permitted on a red light. This fools
4. Eben, born Aug. 26, 1791; died September, 1852; married Eliza most Important of all. I no longer find the visiting driver and he is apt to
it necessary to continually take get into trouble by thinking it is the
beth, daughter of Capt. Robert Snow.
rule all over the city. In Lewiston
laxatives and cathartics.
5. George, born March 3l, 1793; died at Turk’s island, 1815.
“I also took Sargon Pills with fine many motorists make a right hand
6. Eliza, born Jan. 4, 1799; died September, 1803.
results and consider them a valuable turn on the red at Main and Canal
streets. Others do not. Few know
part of the treatment.
VICKERS . BENJAMIN
He enlisted as a private in Capt. Samuel
“I take pleasure in endorsing Sar what the regulation is.
Again “U" turns are permitted at
McCobb's regiment, Col. Joseph Reed's regiment, May 8, 1775, and gon for the genuine improvement it
has brought about in my physical some intersections, none at others
served three months and one day.
in the same city. All of this is con
condition.”
Sargon may be obtained in Rock fusing, especially to the visiting
VOSE, SETH. He was a sergeant in Capt. Thomas Starrett’s detach
land at The Corner Drug Store. Inc., driver, so that it will not be at all
ment front Col. Mason Wheaton’s regiment serving from June 29, 1779, —adv.
’
120-lt
surprising If an effort Is made to
to Julv 2, 1779, at Camden in the Eastern Department,
standardize these regulations so that
Less Tubes
Mr. Vose was the son of Jonathan Vose of Milton. Mass., and was
the man who knows them in one
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
place knows them in all others in
born Jan. 4, 1733 or '34. He came to Maine in 1763 and on the 18th of
The Baby Grand CONSOLE—Philco's latest arrival
ROCKLAND Maine.
September. 1765, he purchased of Alexander McDowell, a cooper, of 35 LIMEROCK ST.
—is a 7-tube receiver with a powerful dynamic speak
Many drivers feel that it is time
Worcester. Mass., lot No. 4, situated on the west side of St. Georges river,
er! It stands 33-ji inches high and 19 iaches wide
Osteopathic Physician
that Some attention be given to the
... a full-fledged Philco in everything but cabinet
in Cushing. He married Rachel Copeland of Warren;daughter of David
matter of overloading cars, espe
Telephone 136
size. The Baby Grand Console offers the high quality
cially the front seat. It is not un
and Elizabeth Copeland. She was born Feb. 12, 1749.
Philco Balanced Unit radio ... at the lowest price
common thing to see three persons
The following children were born of this marriage:
ever on a new 1931 cabinet radio!
on a front seat, while only the other
1. Elijah, born Aug. 1. 1776; died April 10, 1840; married Sarah
day a complaint was received of a
Andrews who was born Sept, 14, 1767; died Nov. 19, 1840.
roadster having five persons in it
being forced off the road. Drivers
2. Mary, born 1770; married first, John McIntyre, 2d, who was
who heard of this were inclined to
horn in 1761 ; resided in Warren and died Aug. 18, 1814; second, Dea.
feel that the blame was upon the
Calvin Crane in 1816; resided in Hope and Warren, He died March,
Since 1840 this Arm hu
driver of the roadster, for when five
faithfully served the families
1843, aged about 80 years.
persons are loaded into a car built
of
Knox
County
3. Seth, 2d, born 1772; married Lvdia Delano, and died Oct. 18.
to carry but two the operator has
LADY ATTENDANT
little chance to handle his car effec
,846.
Tel Day 450 ;
7S1-1
tively.
4. Ebenezer, horn 1774; married first, Nancy Lermond, Jan. 14,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Two persons upon the front seat
1802. She was born Jan. 28. 1781 : died April 17, 1811. He married
The Baby Grand Philco offers Philco
are all that fit into safe driving.
second, Sarah (Bridges, Dunbar, May 9, 1812; resided in Thomaston
Three persons make it difficult*for
quality and performance ... in a minimum
the driver to handle hls controls
? while, then re noved to Montville where he died Mav 21, 1829.
ROCKLAND. ME.
promptly
and
efficiently
in
an
of space ... at a minimum cost! Baby
5. David, born Feb. 8, 1776; married Alice L. Eastman; removed to
emergency.
Montville, and clied Feb. 25, 1844.
Grand has a built-in dynamic speaker,
A more drastic enforcement of the
6. Elizabeth, married Capt. Archibald Robinson, 3d, who was born
law against one armed driving is
station recording dial, exquisite tone! Its
Jan. 8, 1783. He resided in Cushing, and died in the West Indies.
among other things of which the
Less Tubes
Legislature make take cognizance.—
7. Hannah, married Dr. Josiah Cushing a graduate of Harvard Uni
beautiful walnut finished Gothic cabinet
Lewiston Journal.
versity in the class of 17*48. She died Oct. 24. 1816. Dr. Cushing came

______________ As is locally known, I have been engaged for several years
game Sunday, defeating the Rockland
in collecting materiaj for a history of the Plantation of Cubs 4 to 3 In 10 innings. The game
Lower St. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now khown added to the Pirates' steady string of
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired victories, the team having not lost a
considerable information regarding the genealogical his game since Labor Day. The Pirates
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part they started the scoring in the first when
played in civil and military affairs. I am. of late, receiving Winchenbach's single followed by
many Inquiries from the descendants of these families, Starr's triple netted one run. The
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the Cubs took the lead in the fourth when
'•Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo they bunched four hits for two runs.
The Pirates again forged ahead in
lution." To save time and labor in answering each indi
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and their fifth on a double by Winchen
military service of those men. numbering about one hundred bach, singles by Starr and Ca. Mosher
who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to and an infield out which accounted
make the thirteen colonies free and independent States, for two runs. Two walks and a single
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever j for the Cubs in the seventh knotted
possible 1 have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public, the count, each team fighting bitterprivate and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these ly thereafter to put over a deciding
sketches can be more easily identified. As to those whom I am endeavoring run.
.
to rescue'from the realms of oblivion, they having lived In the dim and
The break came In the last Of the
misty past, errors are hound to creep in. If such are detected, either by the ^nth. Anhta opened
sing e
casual reader, or the descendants of these men of courage and action, it and advanced on Cl. Mosher i sacrlwlft be appreciated by the writer to be so informed, before ‘he fofiowlng fee- Raye and Perry each drew a
walk and Tripp busted up the game
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
FRANK B. MILLER
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from Scituate, Mass., or vicinity, and practiced medicine in Thomaston
and Nobleboro. Intentions of marriage were published April 23, 1808.
He died in Thomaston, in 1819.
8. Rufus, died young.
9. William, married Jane McCarter, April 7, 1814. She was horn
j"»
Mav 18, 1788.
10. John, born 1784; died in Cushing, May 7, 1839; married first,
SIMON K. HART
Man Hder, Aug. 11. 1816: second, Hannah S. Healey, December, 1834.
MONUMENTS
She was.born Dec. 9, 1799; died Dec. 8. 1860.
53 Pluunt St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
[To Be Continued]
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stands 16 inches wide and 17 inches high!

A BELATED DISCOVERY

Emancipated as they are in dress,
American women are second only to
the Chinese in the crippling and dis’ tortion of their feet, Dr. Thomas
Darlington, former Health Commis
sioner. said in a radio address the
other day. He said nervous diseases,
indigestion and even curvature of the
•spine can frequently be traced to im
proper footwear.
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